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Introduction

The Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) is a national information dissemination system supported and operated by the National Institute of Education (NIE). ERIC publishes a monthly abstract journal, Resources in Education (RIE), which announces the availability of recently completed research reports, descriptions of instructional programs, and other documents of educational significance.

This bibliography is based on a search of the documents announced in RIE from April 1978 through January 1979. Furthermore, it is limited to documents generated directly or indirectly by the largest school districts in the United States and Canada.

The citations are arranged alphabetically by school district name. Each entry provides: author, title, source, date of publication, and the ERIC document number (ED plus six digits) and a brief abstract of the document.

A subject index, based on the major descriptions provided in RIE, is presented following the citations.

Most documents are available in microfiche or hard copy form from the ERIC Document Reproduction Service (EDRS). A copy of the EDRS order form follows the subject index. Collections of ERIC microfiche are available for use at hundreds of libraries and educational organizations; a listing of these microfiche collection locations is available on request from the ERIC Clearinghouse.
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Based on collaboration efforts in Akron, Ohio, this manual is designed to help interested communities implement or expand collaboration in the area of career education among the formal education system, the home/family structure, business, labor, industry, government, the professions, service organizations, and others. Topics discussed include the following: background information about career education; the career education concept in Akron; collaboration in Akron; inservice programs, including university involvement, workshops, seminars, and program development; collaboration in national programs (Exploring—Boy Scouts of America, Project Business, Vocational Exploration Program, and Youth Motivational Task Force); collaboration in local programs of national organizations; collaboration in Akron programs for elementary and secondary schools; collaboration with parents; collaboration to make speakers and field trips contribute to effective career development; preparation and placement; and evaluation in career education. A bibliography and listings of contributors and collaborating agencies are appended.

Evaluation of the Austin Independent School District's 1975-76 Title I program served three basic functions: accountability, process evaluation, and program planning. The program consisted of five components: more effective learning in basic skills, guidance and counseling, parental involvement, and two small non-public school components. Major objectives were to: improve kindergarten students' knowledge of basic concepts, the vocabulary and reading comprehension of first through fourth grade students, and students' language and mathematics skills; improve chronic student absenteeism; increase acceptable student social behavior and attendance; increase parental support; and assist parents in obtaining social services. Of the 4,800 students participating in the program, 90 percent were minority students. Evaluation data were gathered from standardized tests (the California Achievement Test and the Boehm Test of Basic Concepts) and teacher ratings of students' behavior using a normed classroom-behavior checklist. Findings included: there was no evidence in either short-
or long-term studies of reading achievement to indicate that the relatively unique reading programs at individual schools had any consistent effects on achievement; the average grade equivalent month's gain per month of instruction was approximately .69 to .76 for second and third grades and between .3 and .6 for fourth grade; there was no evidence that counseling affected students' acceptable classroom behavior or attendance.


The Austin Independent School District received an Elementary and Secondary Education Act Title III grant in 1973 to develop an internal research and evaluation capability. The resulting Office of Research and Evaluation (ORE) was provided funding for three years. The original grant focused on: (1) developing a district evaluation model, (2) evaluating federal and district developmental programs, (3) coordinating research done in the district by outside researchers, and (4) developing the Texas Joint Urban Evaluation Council to promote sharing of information among the seven large Texas cities. Of seven objectives for the final year of the project, six were achieved, including refinement and documentation of the evaluation model, planning and refinement of the instructional program evaluation data base, and dissemination of project information locally and nationally. An evaluation indicates that the project should be continued when federal funding runs out, though some organizational changes may be required. Future goals for ORE include improving the technical quality of evaluations, the internal efficiency of ORE operations, and the understanding in the district of information provided by ORE. A history of the creation of ORE and a description of its organization and functions help document the evaluation of the project.


A guide is presented for the evaluation of the bilingual programs in the Austin, Texas, Independent School District. The reasons for doing an evaluation, and a definition of program objectives and evaluation instruments are given. The program components, objectives, and evaluation instruments for each grade level (K-4) are listed. The components involved are: language development (first and second language), concept development (first and second language), and development of self-concept. A glossary of relevant terms is provided. The disposition of test results is explained.
This report presents data gathered during the 1973-74 school year on the Austin Independent School District (Austin, Texas) implementation of the Individually Guided Education (IGE) program. Classroom observation indicates that on the whole, the 11 schools identified as IGE participants exhibit greater degrees of characteristics associated with implementation of IGE than do 11 comparison schools. Teacher questionnaire data in part verify this for some processes, but not others. Considerable variation is noted among schools within both the overall IGE and the comparison group with respect to the degree to which various processes and inputs are actually implemented. Both parents and staff generally express favorable attitudes toward IGE. Staff members do express some dissatisfaction with the level of support and training they have received. Evidence gathered on various affective and cognitive outcome measures do not, by and large, demonstrate any appreciable differences between IGE and non-IGE comparison schools. Focused case studies of eight randomly selected students indicate striking differences in how IGE and comparison-school students spent their days.

This report is the continuation of an evaluation of the implementation of the Individually Guided Education (IGE) program in the Austin, Texas, Independent School District which began during the second year of the program implementation in 1973-74. The evaluation continued to focus this year on the achievement of program inputs, processes, and outcomes in 11 IGE and 11 matched comparison schools. The major emphasis of the evaluation this year was on determining program effects on student outcome behaviors. Utilized in the study were teacher and parent questionnaires; scores from the California Achievement Tests, the Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale, the School Sentiment Index, a Reading Attitude Test, a Math Attitude Test, and a student behavior rating scale; and classroom observations. Despite some positive effects demonstrated on objectives in the affective area, the lack of positive results in achievement leads to the conclusion that the IGE program should be discontinued.
Designed to establish a comprehensive program of bilingual education in Spanish and English in schools with high concentrations of Spanish-dominant Mexican American students, the project aimed to: increase the achievement levels of minority students in the communication skills areas; provide for their special learning needs through a staff with special skills; increase the scope of their experience; increase the home support for the students' learning goals; and improve their self-concept through awareness of their cultural heritage. For evaluation purposes, project objectives were categorized into input, process, and outcome objectives, parent and teacher interviews, questionnaires, and standardized tests—the Boehm Test of Basic Concepts, Prescriptive Reading Inventory, California Achievement Test, Prueba de Lectura, Secondary Vocabulary Test, Primary Self-Concept Test, and Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale. Findings included: there was a significant increase in Spanish reading skills; there were high and low gains in English reading skills; observations revealed generally adequate levels of appropriate classroom instructional activities but very low level of incorporation of minority group students' backgrounds and cultural heritage into these instructional activities; successful staff training was conducted for only 9 of the planned 20 days due to the delay of the delivery of materials and equipment for instruction.

Austin's Bilingual/Bicultural Project was designed to establish a comprehensive program of bilingual education in Spanish and English in schools with the highest concentration of Spanish-dominant Mexican American students. The four participating elementary schools had already completed three years of a modest, locally sponsored bilingual project begun in 1970. In 1973, the Bilingual/Bicultural Project expanded activity at the elementary level and began an entirely new secondary program at two junior and two senior high schools. Some of the outcomes and observations at the year's end included: increased English communication skills at all levels; increased Spanish communication skills at elementary and secondary levels; uneven input of materials, staff training, and parent participation, with delivery of instructional materials and equipment delayed; except for a few classrooms, there was little successful incorporation of the background and culture of students into regular classroom activities. Evaluation staff summarized the data as related to "system level" or "program level" questions that should be addressed by district officials. System level recommendations
suggested that the program continue at its present level and include cultural studies in the curriculum for all grade levels. Program level recommendations suggested continuing team teaching between bilingual and monolingual teachers and including specific teacher training in classroom management and the use of methods and materials.


The Lyndon Baines Johnson High School in Austin, Texas, was designed to provide a responsive, individualized instructional climate at the high school level partly because of tensions accompanying desegregation, high drop-out rates, and low achievement rates in basic skills. Evaluation of this program is intended to determine whether the educational design of the school is proving workable. The answer will be sought through an analysis of the educational program's objectives, using standard tests and a locally developed needs assessment instrument. The first year's evaluation, outlined in the document, is intended only to provide a baseline against which the school's future progress can be measured.


This evaluation of the quarter system in Austin, Texas, public schools was designed to assess the impact of changes of calendar, curriculum, and other aspects of high school education. The initial first-year evaluation was intended to gather data that could serve as a baseline for examining the long-term effects of these changes. Data were collected on student achievement, teacher and administrator attitudes, and parent opinion. The quarter system evaluation found that the majority of students, teachers, and parents are satisfied with education in Austin. However, several areas of concern were revealed, including student academic achievement, graduation requirements and preparation of students for post-high-school plans, student advising and scheduling, curriculum, communication with parents, and opinion about the year-round school. Graphs and data tables are included.
As a result of the increasing insistence that schools concentrate on teaching basic skills, states and school districts have moved to establish minimum competencies for high school graduation to be assessed by tests that demonstrate whether students have achieved a certain level of mastery of basic skills. The Austin, Texas, Independent School District's board of trustees passed in 1975 the first version of the minimum competency testing requirement for Austin public school students. It stated that students who do not demonstrate an eighth-grade competence (as measured by standard achievement tests) in reading and math cannot graduate from Austin high schools. The problems encountered in implementing the board's mandate, such as test selection, test security, and test administration, are described in this speech.

The state-funded compensatory education program instituted in the Austin Independent School District in Texas in 1975 consisted of a basic skills component (communication skills/reading and math) for students meeting ESFA Title I criteria, and a bilingual component designed to mesh with the ESEA Title VII Bilingual Project. Enthusiasm for the program has been high because each school plans its own strategy for implementation, with local school staff closely involved in the process. Unfortunately, the extensive planning period required prevented timely implementation of the program, and evaluation of the results as of 1976 is therefore not available. The baseline information provided in this report will, for that reason, be coordinated with information gathered in a forthcoming report on the 1976-77 year, in order to evaluate program results.

This material consists of 10 appendices to the Final Report for 1976-77 on the implementation of the Texas state-supported compensatory education program.
program in the Austin Independent School District as evaluated by that district's Office of Research and Evaluation. The instruments used in the evaluation process are described or presented in full, the methods of their application discussed, and the results explained in tabular or narrative form. These instruments consisted of: (1) the California Achievement Test; (2) the School Sentiment Index; (3) principal interviews; (4) teacher interviews; (5) aide questionnaires; (6) area director/instructional coordinator questionnaires; (7) reading teacher interviews; (8) education planner interviews; (9) an attendance study for one school; and (10) a Workshop Evaluation Scale.

BIRMINGHAM CITY SCHOOL SYSTEM, ALABAMA


This report evaluates an experimental trimester plan adopted by a Birmingham, Alabama, high school during the 1976-77 school year. The Birmingham trimester plan maintained the usual length school year, simply dividing it into three terms rather than the traditional two. The plan also lengthened each class period to 85 minutes so that each day ran from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. and consisted of five class periods. Each teacher and student had classes scheduled for four of the five periods and was at school either from 8 a.m. to 2:20 p.m. or from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. The evaluation presented here is based on data from two survey questionnaires completed by teachers who were at the school both during the 1976-77 school year and during 1975-76, when a conventional schedule had been used. Results of the surveys showed that 82 percent of the faculty had no difficulties in adjusting to the trimester, but 62.5 percent felt that students had not learned more than in previous years. Approximately 82 percent felt that paperwork had increased under the new schedule, and 50 percent felt they had no input into the scheduling process. It had been hoped that the trimester schedule would result in particular benefits for the visual arts program; however, it proved only a qualified success in this respect.

In this paper, parents' educational and occupational aspirations for their children enrolled in bilingual elementary school programs are examined. The parents' place of birth, dominant language, educational background, and occupations were the main independent variables measured. Interviews were conducted with 68 parents of children in Chicago bilingual education centers in the summer of 1975. These parents were asked what career they would like their children to pursue, how many years they expected their children to remain in school, and how many years they would like their children to remain in school. Parents born in the U.S. who had attained a high school or higher educational level were found to have higher educational and occupational aspirations for their children than those born outside the U.S. who had achieved less than a high school education. Quantified results of this limited study are presented in statistical tables. The need for further research is mentioned.


A cooperative effort between the National Institute of Education and the Clark County, Nevada, School District demonstrated the practical use of available computer-assisted techniques for helping local communities allocate students to schools and for solving other problems that occur during districting efforts. By using available computer technology, it was possible to meet local needs regarding school-site evaluation, school-zone boundary planning, and bus route planning while complying with the court-ordered desegregation standards. The use of these techniques can result in minimizing fuel costs of busing and can decrease the administrative effort required by the school-planning process by approximately one third. Appendixes include the criteria for local involvement, the technical approach used, estimated man-months of effort expended, the project schedule, past approaches, a bibliography, and a glossary.
Presented is an evaluation of the Dade County, Florida, Gifted and Talented Program—specifically the three subprograms: Learning Centers for Gifted Elementary Students, the Resource Program for Gifted Secondary Students, and Centers for the Expressive Arts. It is noted that evaluation procedures are explained to have included parent and teacher questionnaires and student interviews. Conclusions and recommendations are cited for the three programs in terms of the following variables (sample conclusions in parentheses): student characteristics (both elementary and secondary resource programs contain slightly more males than females), intelligence test scores (approximately one-fourth of the students scored below 130 and thus should not have been eligible for gifted programs according to state regulations), achievement test scores, admission to the program (one-third of the parents and most regular class teachers felt uninformed about the program), program design and procedures, program effects (parents of Expressive Arts students tended to see more positive changes in their children's behavior at home as a result of program participation than did parents of students in the other two programs), and gifted program/regular program integration. Ten overall program recommendations are offered. The bulk of the document is devoted to a discussion of specific results of evaluation of the three programs. Principal findings are seen to point out the need for improved program-screening methodology and more effective program orientation for regular school personnel.

The report documents a 1974-1975 evaluation of Dade County, Florida's resource class program and the Early Childhood Preventive Curriculum (ECPC/LD) for learning-disabled (LD) students. Data are said to have been obtained from regular class teachers, LD resource teachers, parents of LD students, student records, and scores from the Wide Range Achievement Test. An initial section provides a summary of findings regarding such program aspects as the screening/placement process, parent reaction, LD resource teachers' reactions, feeling of regular class teachers, and program impact on student achievement. Recommendations are listed for the resource LD programs, including greater emphasis on individualized instruction and the development of a county-wide LD curriculum. The bulk of the document contains detailed information on evaluation results of the resource programs and the ECPC/LD programs.
As a result of the need for a systematic approach to preservice and inservice training of administrative personnel, a management academy program was initiated in the Dallas Independent School District beginning in the spring of 1975. A comprehensive program was planned and implemented with a format designed to provide training for prospective leaders, continuing inservice for persons occupying leadership positions, and regular interaction sessions between principals and the general superintendent. The evaluation results of the practicum indicate successful implementation of all components of the program. At the conclusion of the program, several selected activities were assessed to determine what, if anything, had been learned. The results were significant. In addition, participants projected positive attitudes about the organization of management academy activities and expressed an overall supportive reaction to involvement in the program. The recommendation that the academy be moved from project status and incorporated into the district as a continuing program was accepted by the general superintendent. The academy has now been fully instituted in the district. The position of director has been budgeted in the personnel development department beginning with the 1976-77 school year.

The Reading Is Fundamental (RIF) project is designed to give disadvantage children the incentive to read by letting them choose books from a wide variety of paperbacks and keep them as their own. This document reports on the evaluation procedures and results of the Dallas RIF project in 1973-1974. Following a description of the project and its objectives, the document discusses the methodology employed in the evaluation study, giving specific consideration to sampling techniques, instrumentation, procedures used in data collection and analysis, and assumptions and limitations of the study. Results are then reported with regard to the matching of experimental and comparison schools; program implementation; teachers’, students’, and parents’ opinions of the project; and the effect of the program on students’ attitudes and reading skills. Numerous statistical tables and a summary of responses to a parent questionnaire are included. Appendixes include a teacher questionnaire on curriculum materials used and ANOVA tables for the analysis of data regarding reading skills, attitude toward school, self-concept, and attitude toward reading, and for the analysis of teachers’ ratings of students’ attitudes.
The purpose of this study was to review and study the characteristics of seventh- and eighth-grade programs located in elementary school buildings as contrasted with seventh- and eighth-grade programs in junior high school buildings. Several separate studies were designed and conducted to gather data. One study consisted of a survey of 10 percent of all seventh graders in the school system. A second approach consisted of comparative case studies of four different seventh- and eighth-grade programs, two operating in junior high schools and two operating in elementary schools. The final aspect of the investigation involved compiling and organizing statistical data describing both kinds of programs. Findings indicate that seventh graders attending both elementary schools and junior high schools share a positive attitude toward the academic learning experience in their school and toward the family as a source of help with questions or problems about sex or family life. They share a negative view concerning the poor general behavior of most students and the poor reputation of their school in the community. Among the differences is the availability of more diverse facilities, curricula, and extracurricular activities in the junior high schools.

"Foundations of Competency Based Curriculum, (CBC)," a one-week inservice course was offered to CBC team members from each Washington, D.C., public school during the summer of 1977. It was designed to assist instructional personnel in acquiring the necessary competencies and skills to plan, initiate, and implement competency-based curriculum in individual classrooms, schools, and the total educational setting. In their own ratings of skills and knowledge gained, participants from all levels consistently stated that they had acquired a very good understanding of the components of CBC after taking the course. There was little or no variation in this positive opinion among the different subgroups of participants or among those attending different weekly sessions. Mean scores on the post-opinionnaire ranged from 4.5 to 4.8 (a rating of excellent), indicating that participants felt they had mastered the skills required to initiate and implement CBC. The summer course reached a wide variety of school personnel. Approximately
905 participants responded to the Participants' Evaluation Form. They reported being very satisfied with their instructors, the instruction, and with the facilities. Those responding gave the course an overall rating of 3.7, or "excellent." While participants were generally satisfied with the program, they did make a number of suggestions. The suggestion made most often was to "slow down" the pace of the course and allow more time for instruction. There was considerable agreement between the instructors' opinions and suggestions and those made by the participants. Recommendations drawn from questionnaire and opinionnaire responses are: (1) that inservice courses of this kind be encouraged and expanded; (2) that suggestions and comments expressed by participants be considered in future planning; and (3) that a follow-up be conducted in each school to determine the extent to which CBC teams are carrying out the CBC staff-development activities.


In 1975, the Competency Based Curriculum (CBC) was adopted as a vehicle for achieving excellence in the District of Columbia Public Schools. A total of 213 elementary and secondary school teachers and 16 instructors participated in the inservice course "Foundations of Curriculum Writing for CBC." The participants were divided into six instructional groups by subgroup area. The main objective of the course was to provide the participants with the skills and competencies to produce CBC curriculum materials in selected subject areas. In their own self-assessment, participants felt they had gained the skills and knowledge to enable them to produce these curriculum materials. Participants made a number of suggestions for improving the program, but were satisfied with the instructors, the instruction, and the facilities. Those who were later chosen to write the CBC curriculum materials felt that they had been well-prepared for their task. Participants received two inservice credits for satisfactory completion of the course.


An evaluation of the Experience Based Career Education (EBCE) program of the District of Columbia Public Schools (DCEBCE) for summer 1977 was conducted to provide preliminary information for the three-year program effort to use in program planning and decision making for the 1977-78 school year. DCEBCE was evaluated using the Context, Input, Process, and Product
Model since it afforded a useful classification system for the strategies that can be employed to evaluate programs aimed at educational change. DCEBCE was based on the Far West Laboratory (FWL) version of EBCE, which serves as a comprehensive, individualized, and alternative plan of learning for high-school youth, and provides community work experiences for students. The evaluation focused on identifying characteristics of the initial group of 47 beginning and ending tenth-grade student participants in the summer program and determining program impact on them. Students were proctored in the areas of self-awareness, career maturity, and basic academic competency. Evaluation results showed that the summer program had been successful, with students and resource persons expressing mutual appreciation. Recommendations based on results of the evaluation included developing the DCEBCE program into a model program, especially in the area of career development; hiring a skills specialist to train students in areas of deficiency; and hiring a counselor to meet students' needs in career guidance and counseling.


The final evaluation report of the Washington, D.C., schools' career education program dealt with the student's self-concept, relationship with the world of work, attitudes toward career development, and decision-making skills. The program was designed for inner-city students at all grade levels. The teachers' choices of instructional materials for career education and the program coordinators' attitudes were also surveyed. Administration of the Self Observation Scales over a three-year period indicated that the students in career education have a good self-concept in relation to the national norm. The results of the Occupation Awareness Survey indicated that students were provided with the necessary information to delineate their relationship to the world of work, and that students in the project had an excellent understanding of the relationship between social, academic, and economic parameters of careers. Data from previous studies of decision making indicated that students in the career education project demonstrated good decision-making skills. Teachers across all grade levels generally chose to use career education to enhance and supplement everyday instruction in a smooth and consistent manner. The project coordinators' survey results demonstrated firm support for the program. Statistical data from the tests used in this evaluation are appended.
This evaluation of the Washington, D.C., Public Schools Career Education Project investigated student self-concept, student relationships with the world of work, student attitudes toward career development, decision-making skills, educator attitudes, and community involvement. The project was designed for inner-city students at all grade levels. Some of the results indicated that: (1) Primary-level career education students, 1974-1975 school year, achieved higher scores on self-acceptance and self-security than did the previous year's primary-school students; (2) Third-grade students scored higher on social maturity, self-acceptance and self-security than did students in the same grade during the previous school year; (3) Intermediate-level students in career education obtained higher scores than the 1973-1974 classes at the same grade levels in self-acceptance, school affiliation and peer affiliation; (4) Junior High students performed well on the Self Observation Scales; student self-concept generally increased with grade level; (5) Students were integrating career information into a logical base for decision making; and (6) A high level of support for the program was demonstrated by the teachers, administrators, and community. The evaluators recommended that the program be expanded to serve the total population of the Washington, D.C., Public Schools. Statistical data are appended.

This report is designed to delineate the process used in studying the facilities of the District of Columbia Public Schools, present analyses of all available data pertinent to the approved board of education criteria for studying schools, present the recommendations of nine study groups, and make recommendations on phasings and closings based on consideration of the recommendations of the study groups and the analyses of all pertinent data and concerns. A description of the study process, a list of study-group members and the recommendations of each group, and building data sheets are included.
The Junior High Police School Liaison Program is a three-year pilot project conducted by the Edmonton Police Department and the Edmonton Public and Catholic School Systems. The objectives of the program include: (1) developing a preventive approach to crime; (2) reducing the local crime level; (3) improving relations among police officers, students, school staff, and the community; (4) developing and field-testing materials and strategies for facilitating these objectives; (5) reducing student damage to school property; and (6) providing improved police resource assistance to students, school personnel, and parents. To evaluate the program, a modified version of the Cincinnati City Police Attitude Questionnaire and a Knowledge of the Law Questionnaire were administered to students; principals, teachers, and police officers responded to a questionnaire evaluating various aspects of the program, its strengths and weaknesses; and crime statistics for juveniles of ages 12, 13, and 14 were collected. Principals, teachers, and police officers overwhelmingly agreed that the program is valuable and should be continued for the third year. Program students expressed more favorable attitudes toward police and the law than control students and showed significant gains in their knowledge of the law and police duties. The decline in juvenile crime appeared to reflect a citywide trend.

The Edmonton Grade III Achievement: 1956-1977 study compares achievement in reading, arithmetic, and language of all the third-grade students in a large school system. Six basic skills tests were administered to all the Edmonton third-grade students in 1956 and were reprinted and administered to all the third-grade students in Edmonton in 1977. Seventeen items, deemed inappropriate because of changes that occurred since 1956, were eliminated from the analyses. The remaining test items and procedures used in 1956 were duplicated as closely as possible in 1977. The six tests were: the Gates Word Recognition Test, the Gates Paragraph Reading Test, the reading, arithmetic and language sections of the California Achievement Tests, and the California Mental Maturity Test. The 1956 tests were rescored and item-by-item results for each student for each test were recorded. Although arithmetic scores declined from 1956 to 1977, the 1977
third graders scored higher in spelling and in general scholastic ability than their counterparts in 1956 did. Extensive item analyses and subtest score comparisons for males, females, and both sexes are included as well as test items and information for principals and teachers.


The Elementary Language Arts Assistance Program (ELAAP) in the Edmonton, Ontario, Public Schools was established to provide small-group tutorial instruction to children who were essentially normal, but who had identifiable learning handicaps. General questionnaires were sent to principals, resource-room teachers, and classroom teachers; resource-room reading specialists provided observation reports; and the Bureau of Child Study team conducted interviews. Information about a sample of the children was obtained through questionnaires completed by resource-room teachers, classroom teachers, and parents; standardized tests administered when the children entered and left the program; and scores on the Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale. Results are reported in 10 areas: selection of students, program description, staffing, integration of the program into the schools, inservice teacher education, development of reading and language arts skills, attitude and behavior change, parents' ratings of change, the number of children able to return to regular classrooms, and general impressions of ELAAP. The respondents generally felt positive about the resource-room program. Principals, classroom teachers, and parents recommended continuation of the program.


The Junior High School Mathematics Consortium was a project in cooperative curriculum development involving 20 Alberta, Canada, school systems. The project materials were developed and revised according to performance objectives developed by the Edmonton Public School Board, and the program unit booklets were developed cooperatively by 10 school systems. The purpose of the evaluation project was to evaluate the mathematical appropriateness of the Junior High Mathematics Program course objectives and the suitability of the support materials in assisting teachers with these objectives. Data were collected through examinations, interviews, and questionnaires administered to 37 volunteer pilot schools throughout the consortium member systems. The results indicated that the course objectives were mathematically appropriate and that the support materials
were suitable for the designed purposes. It was recommended that the program be authorized by the Alberta Department of Education, but that further study should be made of the program's suitability for slow learners, and that the additional components in the revised program (laboratories, transparency masters, applications, history, basic skills supplement) should be evaluated.

EUGENE SCHOOL DISTRICT 4J, OREGON


This publication summarizes a variety of information on each of the 46 public schools in Eugene, Oregon, School District 4J, presented in the form of statistical profiles of each individual school. The profiles contain information about buildings and materials, student characteristics, staff characteristics, community factors, and test scores on nationally standardized tests. These data were gathered from U.S. Census data, Oregon Total Information System, and the Lane Council of Governments, as well as from records of the Eugene School District. Most of the data are from the 1976-77 school year.


Spurred by the success of a pilot program in arts-centered education developed under the Interdisciplinary Model Programs in the Arts for Children and Teachers (IMPACT) project, the Eugene, Oregon, schools established a Magnet Arts alternative school for 150 elementary students. Sharing space and classified staff with a traditional school, it provided its own teachers, each specializing in one of the arts areas. The curriculum was based on the premise that the arts provide the best vehicle for teaching the basic skills and developing the individual intellectually, emotionally, aesthetically, spiritually, and physically. Organized according to a modified version of cross-age grouping, students worked in several rooms and with different teachers during each day and had less restrictive rules for behavior than those in the traditional program. While the program proved popular, there were elements of dissatisfaction. Parents felt that basic skills were underemphasized. Clashes between the alternative
program and the traditional program caused difficulty. Too many students with behavior problems were allowed into the program. The teachers' role in program planning was too strenuous, calling for up to four meetings a week. A detailed analysis of student, teacher, and parent attitudes toward the program, as revealed in a questionnaire, is included.

FORT WORTH INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT, TEXAS


Fort Worth Independent School District (FWISD) students scoring at the seventy-seventh percentile and above were exposed to three different treatments: (1) a Magnet Plan involving the reassignment of students and teachers to special schools; (2) a Vanguard Plan for students and teachers within a school; and (3) unspecified instructional enrichment provided in neighborhood schools. After two years, a comparison of standardized test scores revealed no significant differences in achievement in fifth-grade students in the Vanguard Plan or in the neighborhood schools. However, fourth-grade students who were in the Magnet Plan for one year did achieve significantly more than their counterparts in the other two treatments in vocabulary, language, and mathematics. It was found that students in all three treatments tended to maintain their high achievement, while fourth-grade minority students improved their overall performance relative to the national norm group. FWISD students involved in these programs maintained their achievement better than comparable students in these grades just prior to the implementation of the Magnet/Vanguard Plan.

GREENVILLE COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT, SOUTH CAROLINA


This evaluation concerns the first year of a demonstration experience-based career education (EBCE) project implemented to provide realistic career information to J. L. Mann High School, South Carolina, students. The project was intended to provide the EBCE students with community-based
career experiences structured to reinforce academic instruction and combined community experiences in relation to the student's own interests, aptitudes, and abilities. Individualized courses of instruction in English and mathematics were provided to enhance student achievement in basic skills. Evaluation data indicated an overall very favorable response to the EBCE program from students, parents, and the community. Twenty-one of the 34 students in the program rated the EBCE experience as "more satisfying" than former regular school experience, whereas only two rated it as "less satisfying." Limited cognitive data indicated that the EBCE students achieved as well in academic areas as they would have achieved in the conventional program. (Appendices, which make up the greater part of the document, include various project materials, e.g., management schedule documentation, dissemination schedule documentation, dissemination products, EBCE student handbook, and career guidance objectives and criterion-referenced activities for the classroom teachers.)

HAWAII STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION


The problem undertaken by this study was to determine what, if any, relationships exist between the organizational climates of selected schools as measured by the Organizational Climate Description Questionnaire (OCDQ) and the scores of teachers on Form F of the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale. The study was conducted in eight Hawaii public elementary schools in one district complex, which supposed that these schools had a commonality in environmental, socioeconomic, and operational factors. It must be kept in mind that the findings were limited to those perceptions and beliefs held by the teachers in the selected schools, that the OCDQ was adapted for the study, and that the climates of the selected schools were not compared to a normative sample but they were described in terms of their relative position within the sample as well as in terms of six prototypical profiles developed in an earlier study. Despite the commonalities of the schools, the OCDQ did identify schools with organizational climates along the continuum from "open" to "closed." Regardless of the school's identified climate, most of the responding teachers scored low on the belief systems inventory and tended toward flexibility or open-mindedness.
This report compares the on-task behavior (industriousness) of K-3 students in the demonstration school of the Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP) with that of children from classes in four public schools. Industriousness was measured by tallying the occurrence of such behaviors as working on an appropriate task, attending to the teacher, or generally behaving as the learning situation required. In general, only data collected in the morning during reading, language arts, or kindergarten-readiness classes were used in the analyses. Results indicated a higher level of on-task behavior in the KEEP classrooms than in the public school classrooms. These differences were significant for the comparisons between KEEP and three of the four public school classrooms.

To verify the assumption that research activities do not interfere with the normal instruction given to students in the demonstration school of the Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP), each class's educational and intellectual achievement was assessed, and comparisons were made with other classes in Hawaii. This report compares the results of standardized IQ and achievement tests given to KEEP Classes I, II, and III with results from a school in a rural area of a neighboring island and a school in a middle-class suburb of Honolulu. The results are presented for administrations of the Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence (WPPSI), the California Test of Mental Maturity (CTMM), the Metropolitan Readiness Test (MRT), and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test. The data indicate that KEEP is meeting its educational responsibilities for its three classes in terms of academic readiness and general, intellectual achievement, both in comparison to national norms and to relatively comparable schools.

This paper presents a brief description of a token reinforcement system developed for a kindergarten language class in the Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP). Visual reinforcers (colored plastic tabs) were placed next
to the names of individual children on a large chart in the front of the room each time they made a correct response. Five or more correct responses during a session entitled the child to a "good work award" (a piece of paper) which, in turn, enabled the child to "take a run" outdoors. A resultant increase in the total amount of reinforcement (verbal and nonverbal) given to individual children during the lesson was noted.


This Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP) report describes the development of a systematic program for teaching academic readiness skills to kindergarten children who require special help to develop attentional behaviors. The progress of eight kindergarten children (five boys and three girls) is described to illustrate the merit of the readiness program, which focuses primarily on the development of attentional behaviors in children. Preposition and vocabulary training is provided with reinforcement given in the form of tokens and verbal praise. Fixed assigned places in the classroom reduce distraction, and repetition of phrases is used to reinforce listening behaviors. The children's interest is sustained by varying the lessons slightly from day to day. Finally, the necessity of developing attentional behaviors is discussed, and common teaching problems relating to these behaviors are identified.


This Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP) report describes two studies on the effects of student-teacher interaction on student performance. Study I explored the relationship between three kinds of teacher behaviors (modeling, teacher attention to individual students, and praise-giving to individual students) and the pupil's academic achievement. The daily achievement of nine kindergarten children in the upper third of their class was recorded. Videotapes of 16 lessons (55 to 30 minutes each) on the use of cuisenaire rods for mathematical development were analyzed. Results indicated that neither the teacher's modeling behavior nor the amount of praise and amount of individual attention awarded by her was related to the children's academic achievement. Study II investigated the effect of two methods of teacher input on student performance: working with one small group for a five-minute period while the other children worked independently.
(condition A) and moving from table to table giving individual assistance as needed (condition B). The subjects, 28 kindergarten children, were divided into five heterogeneous groups. One group of six students was assigned to condition A and the rest to condition B. Differences in achievement between condition A and B were not statistically significant, although there were more statements of academic input to students under condition B than under condition A.


This brief report describes parental reaction to a reinforcement strategy used with children in the Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP). Staff members report that "Good Work Awards" (GWAs) are viewed favorably by mothers of students. GWAs are dittoed notes sent home with children when they have met a minimum criterion for daily classroom work. Parent interviews indicate that children enjoy the attention paid at home to them and the awards, and that parents apparently feel better informed about their children's progress in school when GWAs are brought home frequently. Some parents further reinforce their children when GWAs are brought home. While the effects of the awards appear positive, further analysis of their use and functions is suggested.


This Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP) report presents a comparative study of the work rates of kindergarten and first-grade children in two classroom environments: a learning-center and a study-carrel environment. The subjects, seven matched pairs of kindergarten and first-grade students, were chosen on the basis of the results of a diagnostic arithmetic test. The children were divided into two groups (Group A and Group B) so that the cumulative scores of both groups were equivalent. In phase I of the experiment, Group A was assigned to the study-carrel situation, and Group B to the learning-center. In phase II, the working conditions for both groups were reversed. The procedure involved an experimental math period consisting of two parts: the instruction period, when all children were present, and the work period, when the groups were assigned to their respective settings. Both groups were tested after 13 days of the experiment at the end of phase I, and after another 13 days at the end of phase II. Data on individual children included the number of problems completed, the number completed correctly, and the percentage completed correctly. Results indicated that for these KEEP children, differences between a socializing setting (learning center) and a socially restricted setting (study carrel) were not associated with differences in either rate of work or learning achievement.
This study investigated the influence of Pidgin versus Standard English on the mnemonic skills of a group of rural Hawaiian school children and compared the recall performance of rural and urban Hawaiian children. An embedded-items free-recall story task was administered to a group of 30 rural Hawaiian children. Half of the children were tested in Pidgin (Hawaiian Islands Dialect). Analysis revealed no significant dialect-related effects. Analysis also revealed that the older children recalled significantly more items than the younger children. The major finding of the present study, however, was that the overall recall performance of the rural Hawaiian children compared favorably with the performance of a group of urban Hawaiian children as reported in earlier research.

The conceptual and problem-solving skills of Hawaiian rural elementary school students in the Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP) were investigated by comparing the logical connecting rules of conjunction (red and triangle) and inclusive disjunction (red and/or triangle). They were compared with respect to Traditional problems (selection of attributes from two different dimensions and connecting them via a logical rule) vs. Intradimensional problems (selection of attributes from the same dimension and connecting them via a logical rule). Background information briefly sketches learning paradigms, logical connecting rules, and Traditional and Intradimensional problems. Among the results briefly discussed was the major finding that the Intradimensional problems were easier to solve than the Traditional problems and that the children solved the Intradimensional problems on the basis of the simplest available rule. A surprising finding was that children did not find conjunction easier than disjunction.

This report describes a curriculum, based on stated performance objectives, that was developed and implemented by the Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP). The structure of the mathematics and reading curriculum
is described briefly, and the use of performance objectives in evaluating student progress is discussed. Advantages of the curriculum for teachers, for students, and for program development, evaluation, and research are also discussed briefly.


This is a report of the results of an investigation of a test of plurality and past tense in standard English (SE). This research replicated Cleason's 1957-58 study in Boston. The subjects were 27 speakers of Hawaiian Creole English (HCE) in a kindergarten class in Honolulu. The results showed that the children produced very few SE plural and past-tense forms. Several interpretations of the results are given. First, HCE-speaking children do not possess the categories of either past tense or plurality. Second, it was the experiment that failed, not the children, who, in other settings, produce plural forms. With regard to past-tense formation, there was probably interference from a Creole rule. In addition, the test situation may have been threatening to the child for cultural reasons. Finally, while the test and the testing situation may have been adequate, the complex language situation in Hawaii may tend to delay complete language development. It is concluded that the same test is not always appropriate in all cultures and that such an investigation can produce damaging results if it is not interpreted properly.


This research report deals with the transformations of stimulus sentences that primary-grade speakers of Hawaii Creole English (HCE) made when they were asked to repeat sentences said to them in Standard English. The test used was the Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP) Standard English Repetition Test (SERT) which was administered to the 21 subjects twice a year in kindergarten, first, and second grades. The four transformation categories used in the investigation were transformational rule difference, lexical substitution, transformational rule difference and lexical substitution, and unmarked surface structure. While the children's responses could be divided into four categories, this paper concentrates on only one of these, HCE transforms, that is, transforming the Standard English (SE) feature into HCE while maintaining the meaning. Results indicate that the majority of transforms in both kindergarten and second grade involve transformational rule differences; that is, a transform based on a difference in the rules of grammar of SE and HCE. Although the frequency of transform
gradually diminishes over time, some transforms, such as those involving
the use of the SE copula, are relatively resistant to change. One conclusion
of the study is that to date, the phenomenon of transformation has no
documented negative educational consequences.

49. Falbo, Toni. The Achievement Attributions of Kindergarteners. Technical
16p. ED 158 856.

This study investigated whether kindergarten children have consistent
preferences in explaining success and failure outcomes and whether these
attributinal preferences are related to other variables known to be
associated with achievement motivation. The 48 Hawaiian kindergarteners
who served as subjects were asked to explain a fictional outcome by choosing
between the four attributional determinants of achievement: task difficulty,
ability, effort, and luck, which were presented in paired-comparison form.
IQ, income, and mothers' education, but not birth order, were found to be
related to students' attributional choices. The finding that 89 per cent
of the paired-comparison choices were transitive indicates that kindergarten-
aged subjects have formed the connection between achievement causes and
achievement outcomes. Furthermore, the data indicate that the attributional
patterns associated with high vs. low achievement can already be found
among kindergarteners.

50. Falbo, Toni. The Attributional Explanation of Academic Performance by
Kindergarteners and Their Teachers. Technical Report #39. Honolulu,

This report presents a study designed to determine if five-year-olds
possess an understanding of causation that conforms to the Weiner et al.
(1971) achievement model. This paper also studies the similarities between
the attributional explanations of five-year-olds and their teachers.
Twenty-eight kindergarten students, largely part-Hawaiian, were asked to
explain the outcome of a story in terms of achievement determinants. Each
of four teachers of the class was given a questionnaire for each child and
asked to explain a given performance in terms of a rating scale of achievement.
Results show outcome (positive and negative), sex, and income to be signifi-
cantly related to the children's attributional choices. Income and IQ were
found to be significantly related to teacher responses. Children's choices
of task and ability did not predict teacher responses; choices of luck and
effort were significantly related to teacher ratings. The data indicate
kindergarten-aged children's awareness of the causal nature of achievement
and considerable agreement between teacher and student responses.
This report presents the pre- and posttest results for the kindergarten year of the Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP) Class 2, 1973-74. Results are presented for the Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence (WPPSI), the Metropolitan Readiness Test (MRT), and the Standard English Repetition Test (SERT). Comparisons are made with the pre- and posttest results of Class 1's kindergarten year, 1972-1973. Significant correlates of the three tests and certain SES variables, such as parents' education and occupation, are presented.

This study examines the effects of preschool attendance on school achievement. The achievement test scores of 50 children in two classes of the Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP) who had attended preschool were compared to those of their classmates who had not attended preschool. Measures of kindergarten achievement used were the Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence, the Metropolitan Readiness Test, and the Standard English Repetition Test, administered in the fall and spring of each class's kindergarten year. The Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test, administered in the spring of the first-grade year, was used as a measure of first-grade reading achievement. It was found that the preschool group had an advantage in verbal ability over the non-preschool group throughout the kindergarten year. However, by the end of first grade, there was no difference in reading achievement between the two groups. Additional analyses, based on socioeconomic status (SES) variables, showed that preschool attenders could not be distinguished from non-preschool attenders on the basis of socioeconomic status. These analyses, however, led to the conclusion that SES is clearly more important to kindergarten achievement than is preschool attendance.

This summary reports briefly on the progress of KEEP research on cognitive processes, specifically the covert verbal and visual activity of elementary school children. Preliminary research results regarding the infrequent use by children of covert verbal ability, or verbal mediational processes...
Informal observations also suggest that the study of visual mediational processes is important and related research efforts to KEEP and elsewhere are noted.


This paper examines the use of elaboration and overt rehearsal as strategies for increasing kindergarten children's retention and recall of shape names. The study is part of a large-scale investigation concerned with improving the school achievement of Hawaiian and part-Hawaiian children. Twenty-four kindergarten children enrolled in a demonstration school of the Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP) participated in the study. Each child was assigned to one of three treatment conditions: (1) elaboration, in which a shape name was associated with a common object and included in a story; (2) rehearsal, in which the child repeated the shape name until a new shape was introduced; and (3) control, in which the child was asked to trace the shape and say its name. Recall was examined immediately after training, two hours later, and one week later. Results indicated no significant differences between the groups on immediate recall. Elaboration subjects, however, had superior recall on the long-term (one week later) test. Across groups, subjects' scores were positively related to IQ and to number of acquisition trials, and negatively related to delay of testing after training. The educational implications for using elaboration as an instructional strategy are discussed.


This brief summary outlines the activities and findings of the research and development efforts of the Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP) from 1971 to 1976. The paper suggests that the original goals of the program were met and that the initial operating procedures agreed upon by KEEP and the Hawaii State Department of Education were followed throughout the five-year period. The phasing of the program, and the guidelines that shaped the research projects are described and some research findings are briefly summarized.
This report briefly summarizes the motivational results of research on the motivational strategy of the Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP). The rationale behind KEEP's use of on-task behavior to measure student motivation is discussed and two strategies of motivation enhancement are described. These two strategies were: (1) staff training in the systematic use of behavior-management techniques and (2) classroom formats and organization that increase student attentiveness and productivity. Information is presented on the background for choosing these strategies, the procedures involved in implementing them, and the results of research evaluating their effectiveness in increasing student motivation.

This report discusses the findings of an informal survey that examined variations from community to community in the perceptions of problems between Hawaiian-American students and the public schools. School personnel and community residents were interviewed throughout the state of Hawaii, and numerous classrooms were observed. The results of this survey were then used to construct a conceptual model articulating problem clusters associated with communities varying in density of Hawaiian population and degree of organization.

This report summarizes the operational features of the initial phases of the Kamehameha Early Education Project (KEEP). It discusses the rationale for KEEP'S focus on conducting research on programs similar to those in the public schools rather than on developing radically innovative educational programs. Start-up procedures, such as recruitment of staff and selection of students, are described briefly. Goals of the first year's research project, examining the effects of teacher inservice training, are noted.
This report reviews the major lines of investigation of the Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP) for the period 1971-1975. A brief introductory section describes the selection of initial research strategies, identification of problems, issues in research design (such as internal versus external validity), and problems pertaining to the process of translating theoretical research into classroom practice. A major portion of the report focuses on a discussion of KEEP's four major lines of research: student industriousness, linguistics, reading, and staff training/consultation. Additional areas of KEEP research are briefly summarized and include culture and family research, evaluative and outcome research, and an account of cooperating research efforts with investigators from other institutions.

This report presents a pre- and posttest evaluation of the first program year of the Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP). Each of the 28 children in the KEEP kindergarten class received three tests: the Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence (WPPSI), the Metropolitan Readiness Test (MRT), and the Standard English Repetition Test (SERT). The testing scores from the fall and spring were compared on the basis of their correlation with each other and with such other variables, as socioeconomic factors. Improvement on the MRT was only moderately correlated with changes in IQ scores. The children with the greatest changes in IQ scores tended to have had less school experience and came from lower-income families. The high and low MRT change groups showed significant differences on only three of 100 variables, and the three were not in any particular group of variables, as were significant variables of the high and low IQ change groups. SERT scores were highly correlated with all three IQ test measures for both pre- and posttestings, and were consistently related to socioeconomic factors. While SERT scores did significantly increase from fall to spring, the change in SERT scores did not correlate with initial scores.
This report summarizes the programmatic features of a proposal for the Kamehameha Early Education Project (KEEP), a program aimed at the development, demonstration, and dissemination of methods for improving the education of Hawaiian and part-Hawaiian children. A brief description of the proposed project goals, structure, organization, and orientation is presented. Specific project components examined include the demonstration school and the consultation program. The latter is intended to involve both the collection and collation of information and the dissemination of this information to teachers in the public schools. The issue of the project evaluation is touched upon briefly.

Ethnographically derived measures of sibling caretaking were correlated with attentiveness to a peer tutor for 26 kindergarten children in the Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP). It was hypothesized that children raised in a sibling-caretaking system would be more accustomed to learning from other children than those reared primarily by adults. For both boys and girls, greater male sibcare experience was positively associated with number of seconds on task in a dyadic peer tutoring session. Regular classroom on-task rate and measures of ability and achievement were more highly correlated with attentiveness to the peer tutor. The influence of the individual tutor was as great as any other variable considered, including IQ, and certainly greater than a child's experience with sibling caretaking. Limitations of the peer-tutoring format are discussed briefly.

This paper describes a community research project that preceded the development of the Kamehameha Early Education Project (KEEP). The community project was designed to assist teachers in solving classroom behavior and academic problems. The initial focus on workshops and theories proved inadequate for dealing with daily classroom problems. A subsequent approach involved classroom consultants who worked with teachers in designing
strategies for more effective teaching and classroom management. These strategies consisted of a three-step process: identifying the target behavior, recording the occurrence of the behavior in the classroom, and developing an intervention strategy. It is suggested that this approach not only reduced problem behaviors but also significantly increased the teachers' sensitivity and responsiveness to individual and cultural differences.


This report presents a summary of the linguistic research conducted at the Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP) during its first five years of operation, as well as a description of relevant linguistic theories. The subjects of the research were the students in the KEEP elementary school (K-3), who were tested twice a year during the five-year period. Two main lines of research are discussed: (1) the development of instruments to measure competence in Standard English (the SERT) and Hawaiian Creole English (the HCERT), and (2) studies of the acquisition and use of specific Standard English (SE) features by Creole-speaking children. The instruments discussed in the first section are described in detail: the technique of elicited information, development of the test items, administration and scoring procedures, and analysis of the results. The studies discussed in the second section were aimed at determining the normative pattern of acquisition of SE features and exploring the effects of various instructional approaches on SE feature acquisition. In this section there is also discussion of studies done with a few supposedly nonverbal children. Conclusions are drawn which deal with the correlation between improvement in Standard English, Creole English, and general language facility and educational development.


This study compares self-instructional (SI) and direct-training (DT) effects on task performance of impulsive kindergarten children. Fifteen subjects with a mean age of 5.87 years and mean WPPSI IQ of 87.6 were randomly assigned to three groups: SI, DT, and control. A pretest, treatments, posttest design which utilized Kagan's (1966) Matching Familiar Figures (MFF) Test, the Porteus (1965) Maze Test, and several sets of task items by Cattell, was employed. SI training was designed to teach subjects
to use self-instructional verbalizations to guide their performances. The DT group received procedural instructions. The attention-control group practiced treatment-group task materials for an equivalent time. There were two training sessions. One-way analysis of variance shows that training effects were significantly different from control effects in the second training session. No significant effects were found among MFF test scores across the pre- and posttesting sessions. Analysis of variance indicates the absence of generalization of training to performance on Raven’s (1965) Coloured Progressive Matrices and the classification subtest from Catell’s (1950) Culture Fair Intelligence Test. Verbalizations of all subjects during testing were tape-recorded. No group differences in self-instructional verbalizations were found. Relations between verbalizations and test performance were low and nonsignificant. It is concluded that self-instructional training to improve the task performance of impulsive children should be reassessed.


The relationship between Hawaiian children’s motivation in school and their teachers’ use of contingent social reinforcement was examined in the Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP). Student motivation was measured by observation of an unspecified number of subjects’ on-task behavior—i.e., how often they worked, attended to the teacher, or behaved as the situation required. Teachers who had received inservice training on the use of contingent social reinforcement were also observed on a regular basis and the frequency of their use of social reinforcement was recorded. Weekly summaries of the rate of positive social reinforcement and the percentage of children on task were posted publicly. The data collected from these observations showed that the KEEP children’s average on-task rate was 90 percent and that the percentage of disruptive behavior declined over the six-month observation period to the point where an observer would see, on the average, only one child or no children being disruptive in the KEEP class. Although the teachers’ rate of positive social reinforcement did not correlate with the children’s on-task measures on a day-to-day level, the quality of the children’s work behavior did show a drastic drop when an inexperienced teacher was present and a return to its previously high level when the original teacher, experienced in the use of social reinforcement, returned. It was thus concluded that the students’ high level of motivation was attributable to the teachers’ frequent use of verbal encouragement and praise.
This report lists the 34 major research findings from the Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP) for the years 1971-1975. Each finding is accompanied by a listing of KEEP technical reports and working papers that contain information relevant to that finding. Included among areas covered in the findings are: (1) student motivation, (2) teacher training, (3) student achievement; (4) curriculum, (5) teaching methods, (6) ethnic dialects, (7) family background, and (8) information dissemination.

This report presents an early statement of community and family research plans and activities of the Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP) and suggested criteria for non-exploitative cross-cultural research among Hawaiians. Research activities include the study of the linguistic behavior and interaction styles of Hawaiian kindergarten children's language-switching behavior. Two tests of the Standard English (SE) competence of urban Hawaiian children were developed. Trial administration of the SE Repetition Test (SERT) under a three-person condition produced among participants the Hawaiian speech event known as "talking-story." It is suggested that the three-person condition might be of use in studying the verbal-interaction strategies of Hawaiian children. Attempts to gain an insider's perspective on the Hawaiian family system were planned with a view toward the development of a list of categories of distinctive Hawaiian child behavior. Suggested criteria for non-exploitative cross-cultural research among Hawaiians are: (1) research should be planned in terms of the perspectives, needs, and situation of the people studied, and (2) research findings and their implications should be shared with the people studied.

This brief report describes the selection of the pupil population of the Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP) Demonstration School. The pupil population must be representative of the Kalihi community (an urban area of Honolulu) from which it is drawn. An attempt was made to include 75 percent Hawaiian and 25 percent non-Hawaiian children, to select equal numbers of boys and girls, and to include 66.6 percent low- and 33.3 percent middle-income families. Selection procedures are described, and difficulties in recruitment are discussed.
This study examined the conversation patterns of 26 Hawaiian kindergarten children in order to determine whether children with a Hawaiian Creole (HC) preference or a Standard English (SE) preference speak to each other. The normal interactions of the children (14 boys and 12 girls) were monitored during the learning-center sessions of the kindergarten class, when the children had random access to each other over a period of time. Data on each child included the names of those he talked to and how often, and how often utterances were addressed to the group or self. These data were subsequently compared to individual scores on the Standard English Repetition Test (SERT) and to the results of a sociometric study done on the same children. Results indicated that conversation patterns were determined by proximity, not by language-code preference. Some sex differences in conversation patterns were also observed.

This report describes classroom-observation techniques used to record the behavior of educational specialists (teachers) and students in a kindergarten and a first-grade classroom of the Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP). Classroom behavior was observed and recorded daily during the 1973-1974 school year. Each student was observed three times during each of three daily observation sessions. Behavior during these observation sessions was designated as on-task, off-task, or disruptive. Three coding systems were used successively during the year for recording teacher behavior. Difficulties encountered in the first coding system led to the modifications used in systems II and III. Each of these coding systems focused on the teacher's reinforcement of student behavior. The reliability of the teacher and student coding systems was analyzed by comparing the coding records of independent observers.

This report describes research disclosure procedures and materials developed for the Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP) to fulfill the informed-consent principle of the ethical guidelines of the American Psychological
Association. A requirement for registration of children in the program is that parents attend one of two disclosure meetings. Written announcements of the meetings are mailed to parents and followed up by telephone. At the meetings, parents and staff discuss topics generated by a Parent Information Sheet which emphasizes the research activities of the project. A 10-minute videotaped film of representative research activities is shown, and parents visit some of the research settings in the facility. Parents may also attend a Parent Observation Day to observe their children in the research settings. These procedures are followed individually for parents of children recruited subsequent to the group presentations. No parent has refused to enroll a child because of objections to research activities.

The following forms are used: Parent Information Sheet, Request for Registration, Verification of Attendance at Parent Observation Day, and Consent to Participation in the Kamehameha Early Education Program.


This study examined the proportion of time children in the Kamehameha Early Education Program schools spend on actual school work in learning centers. Systematic time-sampled observations using multiple observers were conducted in December/January and again in March/April. The subjects, 12 children (6 kindergarteners and 6 first graders) were observed two times each in the two time periods by five staff members. Observations were coded for two mutually exclusive behavioral categories of pupil activity; on-task (work-appropriate behavior) and not on-task (behavior not appropriate for the situation, and play behavior following completion of work). Results indicated that children spent proportionately less time working (on-task behavior) than on non-work activities (not on-task behavior).


The urban, ethnically Hawaiian child typically experiences great difficulty in learning to read English. In order to determine whether phonological confusion is a source of dialectical interference, the Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP) Phone Discrimination Test (KPDT) was developed for the 112 students in the KEEP school (K-3). This research report describes the development of the procedure for item inclusion and for administration of the test. The research sought to answer the following questions: (1) whether bidialectal confusion difficulties should be assumed; (2) whether all confusions of this sort are idiosyncratic in nature; and (3) whether...
there is a need for a program to eliminate confusions due to differing phoneme inventories of an idiolectal or dialectal nature. Eight Hawaiian-Creole-speaking children selected by KEEP personnel were the subjects in the development of the test. The final version concentrates on five phoneme pairs that appear to be sources of allophonic confusion for the children tested. It appears to test (at the allophonic level) points of overall phonemic confusion that could be predicted to be sources of difficulty in learning phoneme-grapheme correspondence. This report includes a test sample and directions for its administration and use.


This study, part of the Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP), investigated the accuracy of children’s self-reports under various contingencies. Sixteen first-grade arithmetic students were randomly assigned to two groups, A and B. It was found that both groups learned to check their own work and report it fairly accurately when no contingencies were present. As soon as a contingency was instituted for correct work, both groups began to inflate their scores significantly so as to obtain the reward. In the final phase, Group A was given an occasional additional reward for correct reporting of its performance, while Group B continued as before. Group A again began to report its performance fairly accurately, while Group B continued to inflate its reports. It is argued that accurate self-reports and self-rewards are dependent upon external stimuli. Previous studies showing reinforcement effects of self-rewards are analyzed in terms of the present findings. Implications of the use of self-administered rewards for classroom management are discussed.


This report from the Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP) describes the 1975-1976 KEEP staff-development program, which was designed to integrate staff development and research. Specific purposes of the program were: (1) to develop the abilities of the teaching staff in teaching, consultation, and research; (2) to conduct pilot research in effective teaching behaviors and methods in the classroom; and (3) to generate the groundwork for broadening the content of KEEP teachers’ consultation efforts in the public schools. The structure of the program is outlined, and several projects undertaken by participants are described briefly. A preliminary evaluation of program effectiveness is presented.

This case study of a kindergarten boy in the Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP) suggests that specific operant training in school-relevant behaviors can facilitate classroom adjustment if the training is coordinated with the regular classroom teacher. The subject, considered unmanageable, hyperactive, and aggressive by the staff at his preschool, enrolled in the KEEP kindergarten and was given simple operant training in a "Staats Box" apparatus. In the Staats Box technique, the child works alone with the teacher outside the classroom. He sits next to a partition containing a slot through which the teacher (who is visible to him) drops marbles into a jar at appropriate intervals. The target behaviors—sitting, attending, raising hand and making correct verbal responses—were explained to the subject who was rewarded with a marble each time he responded appropriately to the teacher's questions. Materials used in the training were closely coordinated with the ongoing language experience in the regular classroom. The subject was observed for 20 minutes daily for 10 days prior to the Staats Box sessions, through six days of the training itself, and eight days subsequent to the training. Results indicate that frequencies of the target behaviors in the subject's regular kindergarten class increased both during Staats Box training and after the end of the training, and that the boy successfully adapted to the regular classroom.


This paper reports research on interactional patterns associated with teaching and learning among Polynesian-Hawaiian children. Earlier ethnographic studies indicate that Hawaiian people may employ sets of learning and teaching behaviors that differ widely from those usually used in public schools. Comparison of videotaped mother-and-child interactions of both Hawaiians and Midwesterners showed that Hawaiian mothers used fewer verbal directions than did Midwestern mothers, although interaction rates were the same in both groups. Children of Hawaiian mothers who were high in verbal direction were more advanced in school at the end of the first grade than were children of Hawaiian mothers who were low in verbal direction. Observation of Hawaiian child-child classroom interactions has resulted in the identification of information-seeking, help-seeking, and teaching patterns. Interaction of Hawaiian children is built on mutual involvement in the accomplishment of specific tasks. The rule-statements and verbal directions pervasively used by teachers in public schools are notably absent from Hawaiian child-child interactions. Further research into child-child teaching and learning is planned.
This brief report outlines several of the Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP) dissemination formats completed, underway, or planned. One of these, the workshop format, was tested in a training program conducted at KEEP over a period of several days. The workshop was designed to teach teachers to use motivation. A second dissemination format tested was intense long-distance consultation. This type of consultation involved visits by participating teachers from the target school for periods of two to three days at regular intervals and three return visits by participating teachers from the target school for intensive work in the KEEP demonstration classroom. The resident-teacher format was the third dissemination format examined. This approach involved the development of a one-semester teacher-training program for use with public school teachers who were brought into the KEEP demonstration school as full-time teaching staff. The final dissemination format examined was university instruction. In this approach, a brief but intense work-training session in the KEEP demonstration school was included as part of a university-credit course for teachers.

This paper outlines the strategies of Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP) language research and briefly reviews the findings through spring 1974. A major research emphasis has been placed on the assessment of Standard English competence of Hawaiian school children.

This report describes a study of the use of social reinforcement to increase the industriousness, and subsequently the reading competence, of children in the kindergarten through third-grade classes of the Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP) demonstration school. Teacher behaviors, pupil industriousness, and pupil reading performance were measured in the KEEP school and in classes in five Hawaiian public schools. Comparisons of these measures demonstrated that KEEP teachers use more praise than teachers in the public school classes and that KEEP children are more industrious than public school children. There were no concomitant differences,
however, in reading-achievement scores. It is concluded that while industriousness is important, it is not a sufficient prerequisite for the improvement of reading skills. It is suggested that improvement in reading achievement will depend on the development of a curriculum appropriate for the Hawaiian and part-Hawaiian populations represented in KEEP and in the Hawaiian public schools.

HOUSTON INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT, TEXAS


The purpose of this paper is to forecast the number of Hispanic students who will enroll in the Houston Independent School District (HISD) in grades K through 6 in the next five years and to forecast the number of Limited-English-Speaking Ability (LESA) students who will need appropriate educational services. These forecasts are made with the use of student-enrollment data that is currently available. The procedures are described in detail. The forecasted enrollment of Hispanic students increases from 31,117 in 1977-78 to 42,678 in 1981-82; the forecasted enrollment of Spanish-speaking LESA students increases from 9,315 in 1977-78 to 12,803 in 1981-82. These forecasts are based on the enrollment of Hispanic students for the last seven years and require the assumption that the enrollment of Hispanic students will follow the same trend for the next five years.


The Board of Education of the Houston Independent School District, through the Volunteers in Public Schools, organized the Kindergarten Screening Project in 1970. The Kindergarten Screening Instrument (KSI) consists of five subscales: (1) the visual scale measures visual acuity at 20 feet; (2) the hearing scale measures the child's ability to hear tape-recorded words; (3) the eye-hand coordination scale indicates the coordination of visual perception and fine muscles; (4) the language-learning scale is a measure of language development in the child's primary language; and (5) the gross motor scale measures the use of large muscles in coordinated body movement. Both English and Spanish versions are available. This technical manual presents data on the reliability of the KSI (split-half reliability,
internal consistency, test-retest reliability, inter-scores reliability, and its validity (content validity, criterion-related predictive validity, criterion-related concurrent validity, construct validity, convergent, and discriminant validity). Information is also included on norms, intercorrelation of the subtests, and referrals by sex and ethnic group.

JEFFERSON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT, LAKEWOOD, COLORADO


"The Now and the Future," a unit that integrates career development into existing eighth- and ninth-grade language arts programs, was revised to reduce sex-role stereotyping in career-exploration experiences and was implemented in 24 schools. This project-performance report describes the major activities involved in revising the curriculum materials and implementing the changes. Activities are divided into five categories: materials preparation, inservice preparation and delivery, unit implementation, evaluation, and dissemination. Changes and major problems that arose during the project are also discussed. A breakdown of project participants, sample teacher's guide materials, and a "Sex-Fair Treatment Checklist" used to revise the unit materials are included.

LONDON BOARD OF EDUCATION, ONTARIO, CANADA


A survey was carried out at the request of the London, Ontario, Board of Education in order to assess the attitudes of the London community toward the public school system French program. Thirteen groups were identified whose attitudes and opinions concerning French programming were to be sampled. Each group received one of the five forms of the questionnaire developed to assess feelings concerning a variety of issues related to French studies. More than 4,500 questionnaires were distributed, with return rates for the various groups ranging from 40 to 96 percent. This
The Los Nietos Basic Skills Program was the first program of computer-assisted instruction funded by the Emergency School Aid Act (ESAA). The system initially supported 17 typewriter-style terminals, but the number was later increased to 24. Because of software problems, the system changed. In the evening hours, the system was used by adult reading, math, and language skills. The system was used with adult reading, math, and language skills. It has been shown that this is a valuable medium of instruction. It also appears that CAI is a valuable medium of instruction. Teachers have reported that pupils who have been the most difficult to handle appear to be particularly attracted to the medium of CAI.

In both statistical and anecdotal form, the findings are among the trends revealed in the data: (1) in general, attitudinal and reading levels are positively correlated, with parents and students who like to see this change; and (2) there is a feeling among parents, students, and teachers that students need greater exposure to native-speaker French.

The Los Angeles Unified School District, California


The Los Angeles Unified School District in Los Angeles was the first school district in the United States to have its basic skills program supported under the Emergency School Aid Act (ESAA). The program is embarking on its third year. The system initially supported 17 typewriter-style terminals, but before the end of the year the number was increased to 24. The system was affected by slow response time and software problems and the courses shifted to Elementary Reading Skills (Grades 3-6), Elementary Arithmetic (Grades 1-7), and Elementary Language Arts (Grades 3-6). In the evening hours, the system was used by adult reading, math, and language skills. The system was used with adult reading, math, and language skills. It has been shown that this is a valuable medium of instruction. It also appears that CAI is a valuable medium of instruction. Teachers have reported that pupils who have been the most difficult to handle appear to be particularly attracted to the medium of CAI.

In both statistical and anecdotal form, the findings are among the trends revealed in the data: (1) in general, attitudinal and reading levels are positively correlated, with parents and students who like to see this change; and (2) there is a feeling among parents, students, and teachers that students need greater exposure to native-speaker French.


The Los Angeles Unified School District in Los Angeles was the first school district in the United States to have its basic skills program supported under the Emergency School Aid Act (ESAA). The program is embarking on its third year. The system initially supported 17 typewriter-style terminals, but the number was increased to 24. Because of software problems, the system changed. In the evening hours, the system was used by adult reading, math, and language skills. It has been shown that this is a valuable medium of instruction. It also appears that CAI is a valuable medium of instruction. Teachers have reported that pupils who have been the most difficult to handle appear to be particularly attracted to the medium of CAI.

In both statistical and anecdotal form, the findings are among the trends revealed in the data: (1) in general, attitudinal and reading levels are positively correlated, with parents and students who like to see this change; and (2) there is a feeling among parents, students, and teachers that students need greater exposure to native-speaker French.
companies and the courses changed to the following: Elementary Reading Skills (Grades 3-6), Elementary Arithmetic (Grades 1-6), and Elementary Language Arts (Grades 3-6). In the evening hours, the system was used with adult reading, math, and language skills. Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) takes over the drill-and-practice function of teaching. In the Los Nietos School District in Los Angeles, CAI is being implemented in five schools. Teachers have remarked on the enthusiasm of the children toward the terminals. It seems that pupils who have been the most difficult to handle are particularly attracted to this medium. It also appears that CAI is a valuable medium of instruction in school districts that are in the process of desegregation.


The Test of Auditory Comprehension (TAC), one component of the Auditory Skills Instructional Planning System, is a comprehensive test instrument designed for individual use with hearing-impaired pupils, four through twelve years of age, for assessing receptive auditory functioning. Included in the TAC are 10 discrete subtests measuring auditory abilities in three major areas: discrimination, memory sequencing, and figure-ground. TAC reliability was derived from the test results of 82 hearing-impaired pupils who were retested with the TAC within a two- to three-week period after initial testing; a reliability coefficient of .98 was obtained. In addition, variability was studied with 60 pupils, and no significant differences among examiners were found. TAC validity was obtained from the results of 750 hearing-impaired pupils from 29 schools and districts across the country. Results of data analysis, as well as evaluations of the TAC by participating audiologists, demonstrated its validity. Normative data were compiled for this sample, grouped by age and degree of hearing loss.

MILWAUKEE SCHOOL DISTRICT, WISCONSIN


Milwaukee, Wisconsin, public school pupils in the 1976-77 Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) Title VII Bilingual/Bicultural Education Program varied in language dominance from monolingual English to various degrees of bilingualism to monolingual Spanish. The program goals suggest
that the 594 elementary pupils will pursue their studies with about equal ease in their first and second languages by the end of grade six, and the 212 secondary students will increase their communication skills in English and Spanish. In the developmental model, bilingual teachers present the regular curricula in both Spanish and English in a K-12 program that emphasizes Hispanic culture. The evaluation covers academic language skills; student, teacher and parent attitudes; and at the secondary level, career orientation and typing skills. The major end-of-year findings are cited, and the results of six related studies are given. In addition, recommendations for the 1977-1978 Bilingual/Bicultural Program are offered.

MINNEAPOLIS PUBLIC SCHOOLS, MINNESOTA


This report, included in "Effective Reading Programs...," describes a Title I sequential reading support program for educationally disadvantaged junior high school students and analyzes the vocabulary and reading comprehension test results of this program for the school year 1972-1973. After group and individual pretesting in reading and math, students were assigned to the following groups: those lacking word or letter recognition, those lacking reading comprehension, those reading at the fifth-grade level who needed reading-grade-level improvement, and those reading within a year of grade level who required no special program. The reading teachers of the support team offered services within the classroom setting and on an individual basis every hour of the school day. In addition, staff worked with the student, the classroom teacher, and other involved personnel was a key element in the individualized program. After eight months, the Gates-MacGinitie Vocabulary and Comprehension tests were administered to both Title I and non-Title I students in grades seven through nine. Generally, Title I students increased in grade level from five to eight months. The report includes six tables of test results and an analysis of each table.


An independent research consultant was retained to describe the operation of the Minneapolis Public Schools' Title I programs for Neglected
and Delinquent (N & D) children, to critique the current methods used to evaluate N & D programs, and to suggest improved evaluation methods for the future. This publication consists of two parts; a preface and interpretative summary prepared by a member of the district's research and evaluation department, and the consultant's report. The consultant's report, which makes up most of the publication, is divided into three parts. Part 1 reviews the current regulations for Title I N & D evaluation and concludes that present procedures do not result in accurate selection of students for programs or adequate evaluation of program effects. Part 2 proposes needs-assessment and evaluation procedures that are integrated to provide continuous feedback on student and program achievement. Part 3 discusses the cost of implementing Data-Based Program Modification.

MONTGOMERY COUNTY SCHOOLS, MARYLAND


This document, reporting on the findings of the Montgomery County, Maryland, Public School System Task Force on Teacher Evaluation, presents an overall view of teacher evaluation (rationale, purposes, and objectives), criteria for judging teacher effectiveness, methods for assuring quality control, and implementation procedures. Teacher effectiveness is rated according to teacher performance on 11 behavior indices, each of which is illustrated by from four to seven behavior indicators. Evaluation instruments, worksheets, and evaluation schedules are suggested.

MOUNT DIABLO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT, CALIFORNIA


This report discusses the results of an evaluation of 11 high school elective, ungraded English courses offered by the Mount Diablo School District in California. The courses were evaluated by classroom teachers and administrators on the basis of modifications of nine of the twelve hypotheses derived from studies by Squire and Applebee regarding the characteristics that should be found in superior English programs. The
courses were: the literature of fantasy, black literature, Russian literature, literary classics, Bible as literature, short story developmental reading, the film, speed reading, humorous literature, and applied English. Appendixes include: (1) a description of the ungraded English programs; (2) the evaluation assignment, (3) the nine hypotheses used in evaluating the courses, (4) the procedure for evaluation of the courses, (5) the classroom observation form, and (6) the student responses to English courses.


This report investigates perceptual functioning in the kindergarten-first grade period for slow- and average-maturing children. Two sets of auditory and visual tasks were devised: (1) identifying the first of an ordered pair of lights or tones when speed of presentation was a factor; and (2) categorizing each stimulus signal either by a uni- or dual response. Consistent patterns of behavior were found for each group of children when reading readiness scores, grade level, and sensory modality were the crucial variable. Deficiencies in auditory, but not visual, perceptual encoding were found in slow learners' first-grade performance.


Team teaching was introduced in a summer academic program for grades one through three in Concord, California. Each team was composed of three or four teachers and a teacher aide. A total of 410 children were assigned to four teams, and curriculum was basically enrichment-oriented with assistance for those with remedial problems. The curriculum included reading, mathematics, music, Spanish, social studies, art, physical education, and folk dancing. After a period of experimenting with organization, teams developed creativity, flexibility, and productivity by adapting curriculum to emerging needs of the children. The principal's role of coordinator strengthened interpersonal relationships within teams. This document describes and evaluates the program.
Intended primarily for directors of occupational education in large cities, this document presents suggested guidelines for the development of a comprehensive occupational education system (COES) based upon the COER (Comprehensive Occupation Education Research) Project model developed in New York City. After describing the background, objectives, and implementation of the COER Project, and briefly explaining the systems approach to planning, the recommended action steps for planning such a system are presented under the following 12 major divisions: a comprehensive occupational education plan for a major metropolitan area; occupational education and labor-market needs; curriculum development; coordinating—involvement, business, industry, labor, the community; public attitudes; vocational guidance, counseling, placement and follow-up; personnel development; articulation; monitoring and evaluation; remediation; handicapped and bilingual; and planning alternative facilities for comprehensive occupational education; a career development center. Finally, guidelines for planning a career development center facility are presented.

Designed to gather and analyze the information needed to develop a plan for a model comprehensive occupational education system (COES), this research project is reported in five chapters. Chapter 1 provides an overview of the project, which was conducted in the borough of the Bronx in New York City because this area exemplifies the problems of urban education and has a high unemployment rate for minority teenagers. Chapter 2 defines the existing occupational education delivery system, identifies the unmet needs of the target population, and provides an analysis of the labor market. Chapters 3 and 4 present the plan for a COES and its component parts: a career development center (CDC), a centralized information system, and a career guidance system. Organized schemes for both a COES and a CDC are presented, as well as sections dealing with facilities planning, transportation and scheduling patterns, curriculum development, and coordination with business/industry/labor/community. The final chapter presents the conclusions and recommendation of the COER Project (Comprehensive Occupational Education Research). Suggested guidelines for developing such a system in other large cities are included in a companion document.

Presented is an evaluation of a program that provided supplementary prereading and mathematics instruction to multiply handicapped children (physically and mentally handicapped) in six elementary and two intermediate schools. It is explained that students were individually instructed on objectives that they failed on the McGraw Hill Test of Basic Experiences (TOBE). Results of the TOBE language and mathematics test are said to indicate that 70 percent of the students achieved mastery in at least five language and math objectives. Data on student performance include the distribution of percentage level of mastery of instructional objectives. Eight recommendations are made, including minor expansion of the program, review of the TOBE, and maintenance of student performance data.


This volume describes and evaluates 21 selected New York City Board of Education Umbrella Programs for the 1974-1975 school year. The programs include: (1) the parent resource center; (2) the teacher self-help program; (3) the East Harlem pre-kindergarten center; (4) the Brooklyn College volunteer program, tutoring program; (5) the parent education for pupil progress program, (6) the career awareness program, (7) teaching English to adults in their homes, (8) advanced reading development, (9) the parent orientation program, (10) community and school education development, (11) basic skills after school for pre-kindergarten, (12) the Goddard-Riverside Educational camp, (13) the Afro-American history caravan, (14) the mental hygiene-linguistic reading program, (15) the High Rock educational program, (16) pictures as a basis for teaching reading, (17) developing an informal parents group, (18) perceptual conditioning for decoding, (19) reading and language, (20) project miniteacher, and (21) the parent child orientation program.


The evaluation of a summer project for 110 deaf children (5-14 years old) describes findings in terms of project objectives. Analysis of objectives is said to indicate that intellectual growth took place for
most of the students during the program and that the success ratio for achieving mastery was high. Eight recommendations are listed, including greater emphasis on language-oriented objectives. Statistical data on student performance is appended.

ORLEANS PARISH SCHOOL BOARD, LOUISIANA


In attempting to meet school-board mandates for competency-based testing in composition, educators must devise the most acceptable testing programs they can. This paper describes a design (the Paul Diederich system) for testing students' writing skills, which yields statistically reliable data on individual students, and reports on a New Orleans project in which the Diederich system was implemented in one middle school, three junior high schools, and three senior high schools. The paper explains the program procedures, which involve the collection of four writing samples from each student and the rating of the papers by eight teachers during a school year. It points out some useful data that emerged from the testing program, and notes its effectiveness as an in-service tool. The paper also points out problems in administering the program, which led to the conclusion that the total design is not practical for mass testing purposes. The paper then shows how a modified version of the Diederich system was devised for use in New Orleans schools. In the modified design, the total student population in each school is tested only once. Test scores are used, in conjunction with teacher recommendations, as the basis for placing students with poor writing skills in remedial programs.

PHILADELPHIA SCHOOL DISTRICT, PENNSYLVANIA


Program Descriptions for the Philadelphia school district's 102 alternative elementary and secondary programs constitute the bulk of this booklet. Descriptions include information on number of students, grade levels, administrative staff, and program purposes. A brief summary of the evaluation of alternative education programs, and criteria for alternative program proposals are also included.
This report presents a broad preliminary examination of parent involvement in eight early-childhood-education programs in the School District of Philadelphia: Child Care, Follow Through, Follow Through Expansion, Get Set Day Care, Kindergarten, Parent Cooperative Nurseries, Prekindergarten Head Start, and Primary Skills. Data were collected, from September 1976 through May 1977, using a reporting form developed for the evaluation. Questionnaires were completed by people in different job classifications (teachers, social workers, parent advisory committee chairpersons, and so on). Data collected include rate of questionnaire return, function of the main parent group, extent of parent participation in meetings, parent volunteer time, and types of volunteer roles. Results showed a tendency for program-specific organizations to view their major function as participating in and/or planning educational activities, while programs without specific parent organizations tended to view their major function as fund raising. The appendices, which constitute more than half of the document, contain The Quarterly Parent Involvement Questionnaire and data for each of the eight programs reviewed.

Evaluations of 30 career-education projects in the School District of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, are contained in this report. Fifteen of the projects concern classroom or shop instruction, six concern development and/or field testing of curriculum materials, and the remainder involve staff development, installation of shop equipment, job placement, guidance programs, and a vocational education research project. Each evaluation covers a project description and history, project objectives as stated in the proposal, project implementation, evaluation questions, attainment of objectives, and conclusions and recommendations. Projects concerned with instruction cover a range of subjects including warehouse and office practices, transcription skills, distributive education, consumerism, restaurant practices, crafts, homemaking, and factory work. Curriculum-development projects reflect an emphasis on individualized instruction and involve business, distributive and cooperative education, home economics, career exploration and planning, and automotive shop. Three job placement projects were also evaluated, as well as three programs involving career awareness and pre-employment counseling. These projects included medical laboratory experience at a local hospital and vocational guidance experience in specially equipped buses. Among project participants were disadvantaged, pregnant, and orthopedically and mentally handicapped students, as well as parents and staff members. Included also is the evaluation of a three-year project designed to develop a classroom model for adjusting curriculum, facilities, and personnel in vocational training programs.
Abstracts of Title I Elementary and Secondary Education Act project evaluations conducted during the 1976-77 academic year in the School District of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, are compiled in this volume. Information concerning current management information, observed activities, attainment of objectives, and program impact is provided for each project. The abstracts also describe project operating years, grades, budget, and services provided. Two series of comprehensive projects were aimed at reducing deficiencies in basic reading and mathematics skills in kindergarten through twelfth-grade students. These projects encompassed individualized instruction, parental involvement, skills centers, mathematics specialists, activity-centered instruction for educable retarded children, and resource teachers. Remedial assistance in computational skills was provided through classroom, tutorial, and individualized instruction. Other projects involved introducing students to world affairs and global problems, summer reading readiness, counseling services, aide instruction, institutions for neglected and delinquent bilingual education, an individualized education center, intensive reading for secondary students, affective education, and alternative programs. Summer components of Title I projects are briefly abstracted.

This volume compiles technical reports of Title I Elementary and Secondary Education Act project evaluations conducted during the 1976-77 academic year in the School District of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The reports include rationale, expected outcomes, mode of operation, previous evaluative findings, current implementation, and attainment of objectives for each project. A series of comprehensive mathematics projects dealt with educable retarded and Title I students in grades 2-12, and focused on remedial assistance in computational skills through classroom, tutorial, and individualized instruction. Included was a project to reduce mathematics-skill deficiencies in grades 2-6 by providing the schools with mathematics resource teachers. A series of comprehensive reading projects provided similar remedial instruction. Other projects involved intensive reading, bilingual education, counseling, computer-assisted instruction, skill and learning centers, a multimedia center, and neglected and delinquent children. A project to provide high school students with cultural and curricular enrichment to motivate them to seek postsecondary education, and a project employing local residents as school-community coordinators were also evaluated. Summer components of Title I projects are also examined. Favorable learning environments, reversal of some student underachievement trends, and increased parental participation are attributed to Philadelphia’s Title I projects.
This report briefly describes the health (medical, dental, and psychological/mental health) services of five School District of Philadelphia early-childhood programs: Child Care, Get Set Day Care, Parent Cooperative Nurseries, Prekindergarten Head Start, and Follow Through. Programs with and without mandated health components are included. Detailed information on the health components of three of these programs is given in three separate appendixes, each including a narrative explaining the type of health care given, providers of care, and number of pupils served. Data indicate that although there is wide variation in the way health care is delivered to the students, common characteristics do exist among the programs which allow for the delivery of similar services. Based on the cumulative information, problems with vision, hearing, and nutrition (growth) were identified as prevalent among children in all the programs. Results are discussed and recommendations are made.

This report describes a survey of instructional staff in eight School District of Philadelphia early-childhood education programs regarding their views of staff-development activities. The programs were: Child Care, Original Follow Through, Follow Through Expansion, Get Set Day Care, Kindergarten, Parent Cooperative Nurseries, Prekindergarten Head Start, and Primary Skills. Supervisory personnel, teachers, assistant teachers, and aides completed one of two comprehensive staff development questionnaires investigating such areas as: types of ongoing staff development provided by supervisors, staff attendance at workshops, staff satisfaction with development activities, and the impact of staff development on classroom practices. Data were collected in the spring of 1977. Questionnaire response rates are discussed and major staff development characteristics are examined across the eight programs in terms of supervisory staff responses, and teacher, assistant teacher, and aide responses. The appendixes, which constitute the bulk of the document, contain the two questionnaires and a summary of responses for each program.
This report is a compilation of information on the educational parent involvement, health services, social services, and staff-development components of Prekindergarten Head Start, a School District of Philadelphia child-development preschool program for children of low-income families. Instructional models used in the program were Bank Street, Montessori, Behavioral Analysis, Open Classroom, and Responsive Learning. Children's development was documented by teachers using checklists in seven areas: gross motor, fine motor manipulation, writing, social, self-help, language, and cognition. Information on the program was gathered through various instruments involving direct observation, opinion surveys, and summary documents. While all groups of children were found to show increases in their developmental skills, different developmental "profiles" were found for the different instructional models. The majority of the 850 children in the program were screened for a variety of health problems, and most of those who were found to be in need were treated. Ninety-three percent of the 700 families with children in the program were identified as needing help of a social-service nature, and nearly 75 percent of the families so identified received help. Parents participated in a variety of center activities. Staff workshops were reported to affect classroom practices. Appendixes contain evaluation forms and observation data.

The School District of Philadelphia, through its Prescriptive Educational Approach to Children with Handicaps (PEACH) Project, funded under E.S.E.A. Title VI-B, provided diagnostic, referral, and prescriptive educational services for preschool children between the ages of 3 and 4.7 years. Priority was given to those children who were most severely handicapped and closest to school age. A public-awareness campaign was conducted to locate and identify handicapped children and to inform parents of the services available. Children were evaluated by a multidisciplinary team of specialists, and an Individual Education Program was then written. The staff assumed responsibility for finding an appropriate placement, for each child diagnosed as handicapped, in a preschool agency-sponsored program; home instruction; a Family Service program; or the Preschool Speech and Hearing program. Six of the seven major objectives of the PEACH program were fully implemented. Problems included the cumbersome manual system of storing data on the children and the low staff productivity in handling cases. Extensive information is provided regarding goal accomplishment, and a large number of memoranda, press releases, forms, and activity reports are appended.

Prekindergarten Head Start teachers were trained to administer the Learning Accomplishment Profile (LAP), an objective checklist of development in seven areas: gross motor, fine motor manipulation, writing, social, self help, cognitive, and language skills. Data were collected from separate groups of three-, four-, and five-year old children to ascertain how well the instrument differentiated between age groups and how consistently items were administered from site to site. A questionnaire administered to these teachers showed generally positive attitudes toward the LAP, and showed that the instrument provided useful information although further revision was recommended.


This report describes the nature and extent of formal social-service support provided to families with children enrolled in one of the following School District of Philadelphia early-childhood programs: Child Care, Follow Through, Get Set Day Care, and Prekindergarten Head Start. This report covers the period September 1, 1976 through June 30, 1977. In the body of the paper, comprehensive summary data for all programs is presented. In the appendixes, each program is discussed individually and specific data relating to each program are presented. Data include the nature of contacts between parents and social service workers (home visits, phone contacts), percentage of families identified as needing help, and the percentage of these families provided with help. Data indicate that the patterns of social service worker-parent contacts show considerable variation across programs in both pattern and extent of contacts.


A third-party evaluation was conducted after the first year of the Building Experience-Based Career Education project (BERCE). BERCE is a planned adaptation of the Northwest Regional Education Laboratory model (NWREL) to meet the needs of students in Philadelphia and to assist high school students in successful transition to adulthood. Career development,
Life skills, and basic skills are emphasized as well as extensive student exposure and experience in the community through seven individualized learning activities: career explorations, investigations, projects, life competencies, student journals, employer seminars, and term papers. Data are provided concerning five process objectives (selection and preparation of staff, preparation of learning resources, selection of students, preparation of student learning plans, implementation of learning activities), and concerning student outcomes and participant-perceived effects. In addition, the evaluators addressed the area of avoidance of sex-role stereotyping in the program. Recommendations made included the following: increase nontraditional career opportunities and role models for students and provide additional staff training in sex fairness and in individualization of instruction.


This supplement provides a historical summary, for the Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, schools of the key findings in the Annual Evaluations of each Elementary and Secondary Education Act Title I project since 1975. The 1977-1978 management information, the key findings for 1975-1976 and 1976-1977, as well as the preliminary findings for 1977-1978 are included. The preliminary findings are not intended as a summative evaluation of any project. Summative evaluation findings will be included in a later report. Projects described here include: Affective Education, Alternative Programs, Benchmark, Bilingual Education, Project Bridge, Comprehensive Mathematics Project, Comprehensive Reading Project, Computer-Assisted Instruction, Counseling Services, Education in World Affairs, English as a Second Language, Project Follow Through, Institutions for Neglected and Delinquent Children, Learning Centers, Motivation, Multimedia Center, School Community Coordinator, Summer Special Education, Elementary Mathematics Classroom Aides, and Preschool Child Development Project.

PHOENIX UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT, ARIZONA


This report presents an evaluation of an ESEA Title I Pilot Kindergarten Program in Phoenix, Arizona. The three-month project involved an extended day program for eight kindergarten classes from five schools during
the 1976-1977 school year. The report is organized into five sections. Section I presents the Student Performance Results. These results represent the percentage of gain in scores on the Metropolitan Readiness Test Level I from the beginning to the end of the three-month program for the five target schools considered separately and as a unit. Section II presents the Parent Survey Results. These results represent parent responses to a pre- and post-program survey of parent attitudes towards parent-child activities and child behavior, both in the program and in the home. Section III, Parent Comments, presents lists of comments made by parents after participation in the instructional activities of the kindergarten classroom. Section IV presents the Educational Variable Survey Results. These results represent each teacher's responses to questions related to his or her instructional program. Section V describes the recommendations for the continuation of the program based on the evaluation results and the opinions of the teachers and parents. The appendixes to the paper include copies of the Parent Survey Form and of the Educational Variable Survey Form.

PINELLAS COUNTY SCHOOLS, CLEARWATER, FLORIDA


This is a sourcebook for the developmental play program, a relationship-focused, activity-based intervention program for learning problem-, behavior problem-, Head Start-, and normal children (two to six years old), and a training model in child development and parenting for participating adults. Following an introductory section are descriptions of the program's goals and rationale (including the stimulation of child-adult attachment behavior); structure and program participants; goals and stages of one-to-one child-adult play; suggested one-to-one activities to encourage and establish physical contact, to encourage fantasy, to establish relationships with other one-to-one partners, and to help the adult respond to the child's cues; goals, stages, and activities for circle-time play; goals, stages, and activities for juice time; songs for developmental play; selection, training, and development of program adults; and assessment methods and behavioral changes associated with developmental play. A final section covers such areas as selection of schools, equipment, and space requirement, selection of adults and children, communication with parents, and some potential problems. Appendixes include statistical data showing the effectiveness of developmental play programs, suggestions for scales used, quotes from participating adults, and sample handouts.
PORTLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS, MAINE


The Responsibility Test measures the secondary school student's level of knowledge (remembering or recall, understanding and thinking) of social responsibility, the benefits and costs of types of responsibility, the conditions and conflicts of responsibility, and ways of providing responsible behavior. It consists of 21 multiple-choice items, five true-false items, and two essay-type items. The test, summary statistics, item statistics, and the answer key are included.

PORTLAND PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICT 1J, OREGON


This report presents an updated review of employment projection and supply data as related to current job cluster program enrollment in the Portland, Oregon, School District. The methods for gathering the data are described and estimates for future enrollment needs are recommended for 18 occupational clusters. Three-fourths of the report is contained in an appendix that presents charts and data on Portland-area employment estimates, growth estimates, average cluster enrollment, cluster completions, estimated enrollment needs, major areas of employment and estimated growth, and 1975-76 school and community profiles of Portland-area high schools. Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) Title cluster assignments are also listed.


The purpose of the project was to design and field-test a system for evaluating the adequacy of the vocational curriculum utilized by the Vocational Village, an alternative school for the training of individuals who have experienced failure in other educational models, and which will assess the degree of congruence between instructional curriculum and
industrial needs. Representatives of business and industry were advisory committee members in each of the program clusters (industrial mechanics, marketing, food services, health occupations, office occupations, and welding/sheet metal). Four roles were assumed by committee members: (1) assist in determining level and kinds of entry-level jobs available to graduates and delineating the personal and technical skills required for these positions; (2) assist in identifying and developing the criteria for assessing students' skills; (3) assist in implementing the evaluation procedures developed on the basis of the performance criteria; and (4) provide recommendations for program modification on the basis of the evaluative results. Although there was some initial difficulty in orienting committee members and instructors, the design was formulated and pilot tested during the 1974-75 school year. Final results are yet to be seen, but initial indications of the project's impact upon the vocational curriculum are positive. Steps are being planned for follow-up and revision of the evaluation procedures. The report includes a description of the Vocational-Village program, project operational procedures, a report of the status of the pilot testing, and preliminary conclusions.


Educational program evaluation is subject to many difficulties. Some conceptual problems are: understanding of decisions to be made, adequate definition, consensus on values and criteria, coordination among administrative levels, and use of an appropriate evaluation model. Technical problems include poor data collection, faulty analysis, and inappropriate inferences. Elementary and Secondary Education Act Title I programs have been closely regulated, but this has not eliminated the difficulties of evaluation. Therefore, the Portland, Oregon, Public Schools established, as a function of the central Evaluation Department, the responsibility of auditing the evaluations performed in each of the three subdistricts. Professional standards for evaluating data, methodology, and reporting were developed in cooperation with the subdistricts and published as formal guidelines. Although the auditing procedure was planned to consist of three stages, only two stages were actually completed: the review and critique of the design and instrumentation, and the review and critique of the final evaluation report. Time constraints prevented completion of the second stage, monitoring of the data-collection activities. Suggestions for successful auditing are included: these guidelines describe personnel selection; effective communication; systematic standards; and administrative support.
This report describes a project designed to: (1) develop models for use of vocational education data available from the Oregon Management Information System (MIS) to implement decision making at key points in program planning and curriculum development; and (2) design, develop, and test a system to improve the competencies of state and local personnel in the use of MIS data and its relationship to program planning, curriculum development, and career guidance. Content covers project limitations, organization, program planning stages and procedures, and results, which included the following: models (developed at the state level) for using the vocational education data bases; a college master plan and a curriculum planning model developed by Lane Community College (Oregon); and Portland, Oregon, School District's identification of steps deemed necessary for effective vocational program and curriculum planning, and strategies for applying these steps. For the specific models developed, see related documents.

Student outcome objectives and process objectives were the focus of the Portland Experience-Based Career Education (EBCE) project evaluation. The Portland EBCE project followed the EBCE model developed by the Appalachia Educational Laboratory (AEL), based on experiential learning with career and academic experiences in the community. A total of 33 sophomores, juniors, and seniors participated in the program during the 1976-77 school year. These students were pre- and posttested in the areas of basic academic skills, career development, and life skills. Process objectives were evaluated using document review and observation, interviews with students, staff and resource persons, and opinion and attitude questionnaires administered to parents and resource persons. All student outcome objectives were achieved as were all process objectives, and the majority of attitudes expressed toward the EBCE program were positive. Appendixes provide survey results and support documentation relating to program efforts and plan.
This is a report of a third-party evaluation of the first year of the Exploring Careers through Experiential Learning project (ExCEL). ExCEL is a planned adaptation of the Northwest Regional Education Laboratory model (NWREL) to meet the needs of students in Prince William County, Virginia, and to help high school students make a successful transition to adulthood. Career development, life skills, and basic skills are emphasized as well as extensive student exposure and experience in community learning situations. Student growth is facilitated primarily through six student learning activities: career exploration, learning levels, life-skills projects, functional competencies, student journals, and employer seminars and sponsored field trips. Data were collected concerning five process objectives (selection and preparation of staff, preparation of learning resources, selection of students, preparation of student learning plans, and implementation of learning activities), and concerning student outcomes and participant-perceived effects. In addition, the evaluators addressed the area of avoidance of sex-role stereotyping in the program. They recommended increased recruitment of the economic sector to serve as community-learning sites, additional staff training in individualizing instruction, and greater opportunities for students to investigate nontraditional careers and observe nontraditional role models in work situations.

PROTESTANT SCHOOL BOARD OF GREATER MONTREAL, QUEBEC, CANADA

This report describes an evaluation of the effects of the early and grade-7 immersion programs on the English and French language skills of students at the end of grade 7 in Montreal. Tests of English language skills were administered to early-immersion, grade-7-immersion, and English control students. Tests of French language skills were administered to the same groups and to a group of seventh-grade native French speakers. A questionnaire designed to measure attitudes towards various entholinguistic groups was administered to the three groups of Anglophone students.
A language-use questionnaire determined students' use of French in and out of school. Results show that: (1) immersion programs are not detrimental to the development of English language skills or to academic achievement of children in such programs; (2) early immersion has a greater impact on the development of French language skills than does seventh-grade immersion; (3) at the end of the seventh grade, neither the early nor grade-7 immersion programs appear to have had any ameliorative effect on the attitudes of English Canadian students towards French Canadians and European French people; and (4) immersion students use French more outside of the classroom than do control students.


This report discusses the views of students now in the eleventh grade who participated in the original pilot class of the St. Lambert early-immersion program in Montreal. They were asked to look back on their schooling and to appraise its effects on their lives. Their parents were asked to do the same. Questionnaires designed to elicit information on competence in and use of French, assessment of French instructional programs, and plans for the future were given to all those who had started school in a French-immersion kindergarten 12 years previously, and to their parents. Questionnaires were also given to pupils and parents who had been in the original English comparison classes. Results show clear appreciation for the early-immersion experience by both students and parents. Students in early-immersion programs express a feeling of well-being and satisfaction with their proficiency in French, which is much more advanced than the level reached by the English comparison students. Early-immersion students also show a more positive attitude towards French-speaking Canadians, and express more desire to stay in Quebec and to become fully bilingual. Appendices of the report consist of summaries of the commentaries of the students and their parents.

This evaluation of the first year of the Exemplary Career Education Project for K-12 in Puerto Rico reports the results of testing and interviewing school personnel and students in grades 1-2 and 7-9 at six regional pilot sites. Six areas of student development are recognized by the evaluation questions: self-awareness, basic academic/vocational skills, awareness of work values, awareness of and knowledge about work, career decision-making skills, and work habits. Based on the analysis of responses, which showed the project to be successful in all six areas, 12 recommendations are made to modify the program in the following areas: (1) the program's expansion to other schools; (2) improvement and creation of curriculum materials and courses for second and third grades and junior and senior high schools; (3) scheduling of the pre- and posttests for evaluation; (4) school personnel development; (5) the role of the career education component; (6) program supervision; and (7) participation by the evaluators in discussions of their findings. As background, general information about the project's implementation and its objectives are included as well as extensive details about the methodology used for the study: its design, instruments, data-collection procedures, and data analysis. The appendix contains copies of the tests, the interview schedule, and the project proposal.

RICHLAND COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT 2, SOUTH CAROLINA


The first three years of operation of the Richland County School District Two, South Carolina, exemplary effort in career education are summarized. Categories of activities to implement a K-14 career-education program were, a planning process, teacher and student participation, community involvement, student placement and follow-up, and continuation of the program beyond federal funding. The third-party evaluation centered on six areas:
career awareness and preparation, self-awareness and understanding, economic awareness and understanding, attitudes and appreciations, educational awareness, and decision making. Findings of the final evaluation included the following: (1) students differentiated careers according to socioeconomic factors with a tendency for careers that required postsecondary training; (2) students on free lunch and students from rural areas were identified as having lower self-concepts (in grades 4-6), and lower aspiration levels (in grades 6-12), and tended to select away from careers requiring extensive postsecondary education; (3) students developed a good grasp of economic concepts affecting career choices, of the education-career choice, and of the education-career relationship; and (4) principals and teachers continued to demonstrate strong support for the concept and practice of career education in their schools. Appendixes include project materials and data analysis.

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT, CALIFORNIA


This report describes the development of a computer-based survey system for providing follow-up information on 202 former special-education students. Among topics addressed are the construction of a student master file, use of telephone interviews, development of the survey instrument (including interviews with teachers and administrators and pilot testing of the draft questionnaire), establishment of a data-analysis and reporting system, input to the data-analysis program, processes involved in data analysis, and output of the data-analysis program. The second section covers results of the field test of the follow-up procedure, including the fact that 64 percent of the students were unemployed six months following school, 91 percent of the trainable mentally retarded students attended sheltered workshops, and 66 percent wished they had had more job training and counseling in school. Advantages and disadvantages of a computer-based system are considered.
The genesis of the Ocean Beach, California, Community School is described in this volume by three of the participants in its formation. A grass roots effort, the school was started amidst a certain degree of controversy and resistance from already-established community organizations. The authors describe the processes they went through to gather broader support for the idea, to assess community needs, to form and work with a community education advisory council, to put together an educational program, and to evaluate the community school. One chapter, written by the community school director, describes the political and interpersonal problems that had to be resolved to get the program running smoothly.

Presented is the final project report of a one-year federally funded (Title III) program intended to encourage the adoption of the Therapeutic Educational Center program for severely emotionally disturbed children (six-nine years old) in other California school settings. The report describes the following project activities: dissemination of information, operation of a model demonstration center, selection of other school districts, provision of training seminars, implementation of training seminars, and provision of technical assistance. The project included the following major components: planning for the administration and operation of a program for severely emotionally disturbed children, instructional methods used to teach academic and social skills, and methods used in working with parents and community agencies. It is reported that performance targets were achieved as the project conducted 18 workshops/seminars, and one or more of the three major project components was adopted in 16 other school settings.
SAN JOSE UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT, CALIFORNIA


The fifth in a series of follow-up studies conducted every five years by the East Side Union High School District, this report is of interest to educators concerned about the educational problems and progress of Mexican American and black minority groups. The study reflects a 20-year pattern of analysis of the status of Mexican American former students. In addition to the special treatment of Mexican Americans, responses of black former students are, for the second time, specially classified. Groups from the graduating classes of 1973 and 1975 and all dropouts from the school years 1972-73 and 1974-75 were studied. A questionnaire was mailed to all 1,834 dropouts. Responses were received from 271. The study presents findings in the following areas: (1) characteristics, activities and opinions of graduates and dropouts from the 1972-73 and 1974-75 classes; (2) differences in the characteristics, activities and opinions of Mexican Americans, blacks and other graduates and dropouts; and (3) differences in the characteristics, activities and opinions of male and female graduates and dropouts. The study also determines trends for each of these groups over a twenty-year period. Modifications in curriculum and guidance programs, as suggested by the findings, are recommended.

SEATTLE SCHOOL DISTRICT 1, WASHINGTON


An evaluation of the Career Alternatives Model (CAM) program in the Highline School District, Washington, assessed the impact of four key components: (1) the film series "Bread and Butterflies" (for grades 4-6), designed to increase acceptance of responsibility for future career development and to increase maturity in career decision making; (2) a Work Samples Laboratory (grades 7-9), engaging students in activities associated with a variety of jobs at all skill levels; (3) Computer Guidance (grades 10-12), a reanalysis of data from the previous year's evaluation; and (4) Career Information Centers (grades 10-12) in which a full-time vocational-information specialist in each high school coordinated a variety of career-education activities. Supplementary data were gathered through a faculty survey regarding knowledge, use,
and evaluation of Career Information Center services. The evaluation of "Bread and Butterflies" did not show significant differences between treatment and control groups. However, positive significant differences resulted from the Work Samples Laboratory, Computer Guidance, and Career Information Centers experiences. The faculty survey indicated that the majority of faculty (61.5 percent) felt that more attention was given to student career concerns. An extensive appendix contains sample tests, worksheets, surveys, and questionnaires.

This third and final year-end report of the Highline, Washington, K-12 Career Alternatives Model project contains individual reports of each of the six major program components and the two support components. Each includes a program description, conclusions, and recommendations. The six program components are examined in light of the project goals they addressed. These were to provide each student with opportunities to consider career opportunities by: (1) Early Vocational Awareness (elementary level) providing an insight into his/her relationship to various facets of the world of work; (2) Work Sampling Exploration (junior high level) assisting in self-evaluation of his interests, abilities, and values relating to a variety of occupational roles; (3) Career Value Renewal (all levels) developing in the student an understanding of the value and dignity of each person's work in creating a productive society; (4) Employment Skills Clusters (senior high level) developing his/her employment skills and competence to enter the job market; (5) Guidance (secondary level) providing decision-making and planning activities as preparation for future training and education related to the student's life's work; and (5) Infusion (all levels) meeting all project goals by incorporating career-education concepts into the established subject area curriculums. The two support components reported are exportation and dissemination of project information and staff development. Appendixes include project objectives, time schedules, enrollment and follow-up figures, and a project position paper.
The relationship between subject of instruction and the classroom behavior of teachers and pupils was assessed in this study. The study was conducted over a two-year period of observation of elementary-grade classes. Two variables were investigated: individual pupil participation and teacher verbal behavior. Only two subjects, reading and mathematics, were reported frequently enough to permit comparisons of any statistical power. The results of this study confirmed the hypothesis that the subject of instruction affects classroom behavior. Teaching styles for reading and mathematics were markedly different. Mathematics was more likely than other subjects to be taught as a single lesson to the entire class, and reading was less likely. Mathematics was almost four times as likely as reading to be taught in this way. More interaction between pupil and teacher was observed when the subject of reading was being taught.

Supervisory personnel at the Toronto Board of Education responding to a questionnaire on part-time employment (94 respondents out of 176 supervisors, or 53.4 percent) do not generally believe that more part-time jobs can or should be created in their departments. Employment of staff on a part-time basis is regarded by the respondents as more likely to be disadvantageous than beneficial, with the operating efficiency of the board most likely to suffer. Perceived benefits and disadvantages of part-time employment are discussed, and the original questionnaire is appended.

This follow-up study investigated the accuracy of screening measures used to detect potential learning problems in kindergarten and Grade 1 children.
by the Toronto Early Identification and Developmental Program (EIDP). The effect of students' language background and socioeconomic status on the predictive validity of the identification procedure was also assessed. Follow-up data were obtained for more than 2,000 of the 4,000 students who had been involved in the EIDP four years before. The identification procedure consisted of two psychological tests, a teacher-psychologist interview, and a teacher's rating chart of the child, done at the end of Grade 1. The teacher's input to the process was found to be the single most important part of the identification procedure in terms of accurate prediction of later achievement and grade placement. The total package classified 86 percent of the students accurately into "at risk" and "not at risk" groups. Language background did not significantly affect prediction accuracy, but students of lower socioeconomic status were classified incorrectly more often than children of higher SES families.


This study investigated the agreement between previously published vocabulary lists recommended for use with children and lists derived from the speech of contemporary first-, second-, and third-grade children in Toronto. In the first part of the study, existing vocabulary lists were compared. In the second part, language samples were collected from four diverse groups of Toronto children and new vocabulary lists were constructed. These were then compared with previous lists and with the words used in several beginning-reading series. In the third part of the study, the language samples were analyzed for linguistic complexity in order to examine developmental differences between the four groups. Among the findings were that the oral vocabulary of children is quite different from vocabulary in material written for children, and that the oral vocabulary of children is quite sensitive to the manner in which it is collected. With the methods used in this study, however, economically advantaged or disadvantaged children, as well as those from non-English backgrounds, were equally talkative and had equally rich vocabularies. A new vocabulary list based on the Toronto study is included in the report, and it is suggested that this list is suitable for use with a wide variety of children who are beginning to read.


Computerized analysis of current statistical data and projected declining enrollments in Metropolitan Toronto show that the decrease
in staffing requirements over the next 10 years will increase the average salary of teachers in uninflated dollars mainly through the increase in teachers' average experience. Boards with lower-than-average teaching experience will face a greater increase in average salary than boards with higher-than-average teaching experience. Attrition rates have an impact less significant than that of experience. An increase or decrease in the pupil/teacher ratio has its greatest impact on average salaries in the first year of implementation. The timing, duration, and magnitude of the impact on average salaries depends on the enrollment projection used. In elementary schools, the average salary may increase up to 10 percent over 10 years, compared to a six percent increase if enrollment were static. In secondary schools, the figures are 11 percent compared to six percent. The bulk of this document consists of illustrative tables and graphs.


The report on the impact of multiculturalism on the education system in the Borough of York, Ontario, summarizes findings of a two-year study and provides recommendations to enhance multiculturalism in education. The report is presented in six chapters. Chapter I explains the work-group task and method in inquiry and identifies work-group participants. Chapter II presents a Canadian perspective on multiculturalism, followed by a profile of cultures in the Borough of York in Chapter III. Chapter IV discusses the work group's interpretation of multicultural education. Multicultural education is perceived to value the presence of many cultures, human rights, social justice, and alternative life choices for all people. Chapter V, the bulk of the report, examines and presents recommendations on six issues related to multiculturalism: (1) a nondiscriminatory school and community environment; (2) retention of culture and language; (3) curriculum for multiculturalism; (4) immigrant multicultural school population; (5) staffing and teacher preparation for a multicultural school population; and (6) government role in multiculturalism. Chapter VI offers guidelines for implementing the recommendations of the report, including establishment of an implementation committee with duties in areas of coordination, reporting, cost analysis, and evaluation. The appendix lists organizations, institutions, government agencies, and individuals who submitted information to the work group on multiculturalism or responded to the draft report.
Early in its deliberations, the Advisory Task Force on Declining Enrollment divided into six subcommittees, each charged with investigating and making recommendations on one phase of the declining enrollment problem. Part I of this report is made up of digests of the efforts of these subcommittees. The six areas studied are operational costs per pupil, transportation, standards of quality for buildings and sites, building utilization, alternative uses of school buildings, and grade reorganization. The second mission of the task force was to examine the school board system and to make recommendations. Part II of this report provides comments on and recommendations for individual schools. An appendix provides information on membership trends and enrollment predictions.

The third-party evaluation presents assessment of the first cycle of operation of the Experience-Based Career Education (EBCE) at Wichita East High School. Twenty-two process objectives and 12 outcome objectives were evaluated with either a nominal (yes/no) assessment of status or a descriptive (statistical/narrative) assessment of status as determined by interviews with program personnel, examination of project records, and administration of appropriate instruments. A pre-posttest design was used to assess outcome objectives achievement associated with academic achievement, self-esteem, career orientation, and sex bias. A self-administering checklist/open-ended response form was used to collect summative impressions of the program from students, parents, and site resource people. Pre-posttest EBCE/control results are provided for the Differential Aptitude Test, the Career Development Inventory, the Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory, and on the sex-role socialization questionnaire. Results of the parent evaluation, student evaluation resource surveys, and interviews conducted with resource persons at the work site are reported. It was concluded that process and outcome objectives were substantially accomplished. Appendixes contain detailed descriptions of procedures and data for five outcome objectives.

This paper investigates the state of the art of handwriting and lists 11 recommendations that were made to improve handwriting instruction in one public school system's language arts curriculum. The following topics are discussed: historical perspectives of the art of handwriting, the nature of instruction (theories of learning, readiness, and preparation for writing, styles of penmanship, extent of time for instruction and practice, teaching techniques and procedures, and components of legibility), handedness (sinistral, dextral, or ambidextrous), special learning disabilities, the evaluation process and its implications, and preparation and training of teachers. A bibliography is included.
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